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ABSTRACT
PRINCIPAL INTERNSHIPS:
DEVELOPING SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS
AS IDENTIFIED BY THE NATIONAL POLICY BOARD FOR
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
by
William Danny Russell
The purpose of this study was to measure the learning of the specific
skills and knowledge as identified by the National Policy Board for
Educational Administration during internships of students from universities
participating in the Alliance for the Preparation of Educational Leadership.
Former interns from Brigham Young University, E ast Tennessee State
University, Florida State University, and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University, responded to a survey designed to measure the skills and
knowledge as defined by the National Policy Board for Educational
Administration.
Indicators of the domains identified by the National Policy Board for
Educational Administration allowed former interns to reflect and identify
those areas th at were best learned during the administrative internship. The
target population included students who recently graduated from the
participating universities.
Reviewing the literature exposed the need for an inductive knowledge
base. The am ount of research, was abundant in the area of effectiveness, the
internship, and principal preparation. There was little research in the area
of the development of specific skills as defined by the National Policy Board
for Educational Administration using the internship as a method of delivery.
The majority of the former interns were white females slightly over forty
years old. The majority held a masters degree with 21% holding a degree
higher than a masters. Few were serving as principals.
Findings indicated th at internships were highly valued, innovative,
provided experiences for the domains of com petent, and focused primarily on
the functional theme. Recommendations included th a t internships ignore
age, gender, and race; be designed by the university personnel; be one of a
variety of held experiences; be innovative; and exist primarily in the
operational dimension.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

School effectiveness research identified principal leadership ability in a
collaborative atmosphere as a correlate of effectiveness (e.g., Edmonds, 1979;
Finn, 1987; Joyce,Hersh, & McKibbin, 1983; Lieberman & Miller, 1984;
Manasse, 1984; Mangieri, 1985; Rouche & Baker, 1986; Spady & Marx, 1984;
and Steller, 1988). Chester Finn (1987) stated th a t if the school is effective,
one is most likely to find a "cracker-jack” principal. Thus, the literature
indicated a direct relationship between school effectiveness and the
leadership ability of the principal. Given this link between principal
leadership and school effectiveness, the assumption was th a t if the level of
principal performance increased, the level of school effectiveness would also
increase.
In the beginning of this century, retired educators were responsible for
the preparation of the next generation's educational leaders. Colleges and
universities brought in the experienced to share their knowledge with the
future administrators. "War stories" and reflection made up the curriculum.
Although problems existed with this approach, new adm inistrators learned
from the experience of others. During the 1950s, the preparation of the
principal shifted from reflective stories of retired principals to the more
theoretical approach of the social sciences. It was believed th a t this new
approach made the field of educational leadership more scientific and more
prestigious. Theory based models provided the framework for the new model
for principal preparation and virtually eliminated field experiences. The gap
between experience and
1

theory grew to a disproportionate relationship and became the focus of reform
(Milstein, Bobroff, & Restine, 1991).
The need for a more experiential based model grew during the 70s and
80s. Disenchantment with principal preparation programs permeated
academia and was partially fueling the demand for changes in the methods of
training. Pressure to change focused on the fact th a t most principal
preparation programs provided little opportunity for experience either
simulated or real. As a result, new principal preparation programs emerged
with more field experiences (Pitner, 1982; Cunningham, 1982; Lynton, 1983;
Miklos, 1983; Murphy & Hallinger, 1987; Peterson & Finn, 1985; Jacoby,
1987; Tucker, 1988; Thomson, 1988).
Milstein, Bobroff, & Restine (1991) asserted th at the internship was one
of the weakest aspects of traditional principal preparation programs with
little prior understanding of and agreement about expectations among
university personnel, site supervisors, and interns. Internships were largely
nondirectional and left to chance the activities included during the
experience. Anderson (1988) indicated th a t the development of effective
principals relied on inadequate field experiences. While theoretical
knowledge alone was inadequate for developing effective principals, a
shotgun approach to field based experience was also inadequate. Cleveland
(1985) purported th a t he was unable to find one individual who is against
integrative thinking. "Everyone seems to know th at in the real world, all the
problems are interdisciplinary and all the solutions are interdepartm ental,
interprofessional, interdependent, and international. Yet institutions start
with heavy bias against breadth" (p. 197).

Thomson (1990) indicated a need to provide experiences in the two
dimensions of leadership, visionary and functional. The National Policy
Board for Educational Administration, established on January 20,1991,
consisted of representatives of ten professional organizations (American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, American Association of
School Administrators, Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, Association of School Business Officials International, Council
of Chief State School Officers, National Association of Elementary Principals,
National Association of Secondary School Principals, National Council of
Professors of Educational Administration, National School Boards
Association, and University Council for Educational Administration)
included practitioners, faculty members, and policy makers in the field of
educational administration (Hussey, 1991). Thomson (1992) in the preface of
Principals for Our Changing Schools: Knowledge and Skills Base reported:
The strategy used to form a new knowledge and skills base involved
viewing the principalship from two perspectives: inductive and
deductive. By conducting two processes-an inductive task analysis
and a deductive theoretical analysis-and integrating the results, a
"bird's eye" view and a "worm's eye" view of the principalship were
achieved.
The outcome constitutes the core of w hat principals m ust know
and be able to do professionally.. . . In sum, they constitute the
essential repertoire of knowledge and skills required of principals for
practice (p. xiii).
The final twenty-one domains, organized under four themes established
the base for the process of development. Writing teams composed of

principals and professors working together followed a specific process and
established domain specifications. These specifications offered the principal
an inductive approach to principal preparation with emphasis on experience
and application.
The inconsistency of principal selection processes increased the
importance of field-based principal preparation. Anderson (1988) stated th at
during the next several years, nearly half of all the principals in the United
States will retire. "Despite principals' crucial leadership role, the methods for
training and selecting these adm inistrators were often ill-suited for
employing outstanding leaders. Patronage, favoritism, familiarity, or good
impressions frequently prevail over m erit” (p.l). Because of the varied and
multifaceted selection processes of principals, it was virtually impossible to
m andate change or to initiate change in the selection process, To affect real
change principal preparation programs were targeted.
Until now the internship was a rather unpredictable experience for
students and successful "more as a result of chance than of careful
consideration" (Briner, 1963, p.5). The literature suggested several purposes
for the internship. The main purpose was to provide the leadership for our
schools. The students who boasted of a great intern experience had the
assistance of a good mentor. They usually had opportunity for a variety of
experiences. There was a need to know which of these experiences were
valuable in preparation of specific skills. Knowledge gained through research
made the internship more meaningful to both interns and mentors and more
acceptable to those who believed in a more traditional approach (Daresh,
1987; Short & Ashbaugh, 1988; and Skalski et al., 1987). Most agreed th at
the internship was valuable, b ut none attempted to explain the internship's

role in developing specific skills as described by the National Policy Board for
Educational Administration.

Statement of the Problem
Many colleges and universities endorsed the internship as an acceptable
component for the preparation of principals without understanding the
specific types of knowledge and skills best learned through this format.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose was to identify the specific skills and knowledge learned by
effective principals during the internship. Reviewing the literature exposed
the need for an inductive knowledge base. The amount of research was
abundant in the area of effectiveness, the internship, and principal
preparation. There was little research in the area of the development of
specific skills using the internship as a method of delivery. The review of the
literature indicated a preference for using application as a method of
instruction, but ignored specific areas of competency th a t internships should
address.

Research Questions
1. Which specific skills and knowledge are best learned during the
administrative internship?
2. Are the skills and knowledge experiences specifically designed by the
university?

3. Does the prot£g£ who completed an internship in Alliance for the
Preparation of Educational Leadership Schools (Alliance Schools)
perceive the internship as conservative or innovative?
4. Is the duration of the internship a factor as to what is perceived to be
learned?
5. Do the raters present any one of the four major themes as a
significant area to be included in the internship?
6. Are there different perceptions based on age and gender?
7. Would interns identify the same skill and knowledge learned during
the internship no m atter which of the Alliance Schools they happen
to attend?
8. Does the internship assist in the development of skills and activities
which reflect each of the domains of competency as identified by the
National Policy Board for Educational Administration?

Hypotheses
•H oi.

There will be no significant relationship between the interns1
ratings in each of the four major themes described by the
National Policy Board for Educational Administration.

•H 0 2.

There will be no significant difference in the overall rating
regarding the learning th at takes place during the internship of
the interns who had a variety of field experiences and those who
the internship as their only field experience.

•Ho 3. There will be no significant difference in the perceived learning
th at takes place during the internship of the interns who

perceived the internship's goal as conservation and those who
perceived the internship's goal as innovation.
•Ho 4. There will be no significant difference in the rating of the
individual items learned and interns having internships of one
year or more and those having internships less th an one year.
*Ho 5. There will be no significant difference between the domain
ratings of the interns in any of the Alliance Schools.
•Ho 6. There will be no significant difference between the rating of
former interns who have completed the internship in the last
two years and those who completed the internship prior to th at
period of time.
*Ho 7. There will be no significant difference between the ratings of
respondents who are over forty years of age and the ratings of
respondents who are forty years of age and under.
*Ho 8. There will be no significant difference between the ratings of
male respondents and female respondents.
*Ho 9.

There will be no significant differences between the ratings of
white respondents and other respondents.

•HolO. There will be no significant differences between the ratings of
respondents with degrees greater th an a masters degrees and
the ratings of respondents who have a masters degree or less.

Significance of the Problem
Determining which of the twenty-one domains of competency former
interns rate highest gave universities and mentors the opportunity to design
better internships and to design better principal preparation programs. This

information was meaningful to future principals and university professors.
Principal preparation programs were evolving. Identifying the most effective
training programs helped in the evolutionary process of change. The merging
of theory and practice was a desired outcome of the internship. If this
research assisted in the merging process, the implications were significant.
The establishment of an understanding of the specific skills as defined by the
National Policy Board for Educational Administration developed during the
internship gave credence to the use of the internship as a curricular delivery
technique not ju st a culminating event th a t stressed application only.

Limitations
The study was limited to the past interns who were willing to respond
and who were graduates from four universities (East Tennessee State
University, Brigham Young University, Florida State University, and
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University) who had formed an
alliance. The Alliance Schools were selected because they all used the
internship as an experiential exponent of the principal preparation program.
Being a product of an experiential based program could cause some student
bias because the opinions of only those who are had internship as an
im portant component of their principal preparation program were the only
ones surveyed:
The study was limited to the perceptions of the former interns who were
to be studied.
The study was limited to the specific skills as identified by the National
Policy Board for Educational Administration.
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The study was limited by the response rate of the former interns. Some
comparisons were made with the understanding th at the samples for two of
the individual universities were not representative.

Definitions

Alliance
Alliance for the Preparation of Educational Leadership
Clinical Experiences
Experiences requiring the application of knowledge to the tasks and the
functions of a role in the field (includes practica and internships). (NASSP)
Domains of competency
Defined by the National Policy Board for Educational Administration.
The domains were divided into four themes:
I. Functional
1. Leadership
2. Information Collection
3. Problem Analysis
4. Judgm ent
5. Organizational Oversight
6. Implementation
7. Delegation
II. Programmatic Domains
8. Instructional Program
9. Curriculum Design
10. Student Guidance and Development
11. Staff Development

12. Measurement and Evaluation
13. Resource Allocation
m . Interpersonal Domains
14. Motivating Others
15. Sensitivity
16. Oral Expression
17. W ritten Expression
IV. Contextual Domains
18. Philosophical and Cultural Values
19. Legal and Regulatory Applications
20. Policy and Political Influences
21. Public and Media Relationships
Experiential
An approach to learning which involves learning by doing.
Field Experience
Ability to apply one's learned skills and knowledge at the site where
he/she intends to practice his/her skills and knowledge.
Intern
A student placed under the direction of a mentor, an outstanding
example of the intern's area of study. For this study, protege and intern i
sometimes used interchangeably.
Internship
A full-time, field based experience calling for application of various
generic skills and a range of specific skills related to the principalship.
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Leadership
Ability to get others involved in solving problems; ability to recognize
when a group requires direction, to interact with a group effectively, and to
guide them to the accomplishment of a task (NASSP Assessment Center).
Mentoring
"The process by which a school principal takes a personal and direct
interest in the development and education of less experienced individuals."
(Muse,1988, p. IS).
NASSP
National Association of Secondary School Principals
NFBEA
National Polity Board for Educational Administration. A collaborative
board established to identify the domains of competency for principals.
Performance-Based Learning
Experiences in a preparation program th a t require the application of
knowledge and skills and the demonstration of competence through
participation in simulations, practice, and internships.
Eractical
Things done by application, on the job, or in the real world.

FrottgS
Used to identify the intern in a mentoring relationship. The difference
between the prot£g£ and intern is accepted, but for this study the term s will
bo used interchangeable.
Reflection
Articulation of ones own behavior in such a way to gain insight to
improve behavior.

Role Plavine
Acting in situations as one would in the real situation.
Simulation
Approximating the act of application of knowledge and skills.
Skill
The ability to apply knowledge through demonstration.
Theory
A set of assumptions from which a set of empirical laws (principles) may
be derived (Griffiths, 1959).

Organization of the Study
A review of the literature related to the principal preparation programs
was conducted. Internships in leadership preparation was the focus. This
review of literature did not include internships in other areas such as
medicine and industry.
The target population was former interns of the alliance schools. Most of
the information was collected from former interns now practicing in the
profession, b u t not necessarily in an administrative role.
The organization of the study consisted of five chapters.
Chapter 1 was an Introduction th at included the introduction to the
study, the statem ent of the problem, the purpose of the study, the research
questions, the research hypotheses, the significance of the problem, the
limitations, the definitions of term s and the organization of the study.
Chapter 2 was the Review of Related Literature th a t included the
theoretical and research background for the present study by reviewing the
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current literature th a t was available regarding the internship as a
component in principal preparation.
Chapter 3 was the Methodology th a t was a description of the methods
and procedures used in the study. This section included the overview,
description of the study, instrum ent development, population, validity and
reliability tests, data analysis, sample size, and summary.
Chapter 4 was the Presentation and Analysis of D ata containing an
introduction, population characteristics, responses, data analyses including
the analyses of research questions and hypotheses, interpretation and
explanation of the findings.
Chapter 6 was the overview, summary, findings, conclusions, and
recommendations th a t summarized the findings, presented the conclusions,
and provided recommendations.

CHAPTER 2
Review of Related Literature

Introduction
Tremendous efforts to improve principal assessment, screening, and
preparation were in progress. Because the numbers of certified applicants
were greater than the number of jobs, the impact of reform was slow to be felt
in educational settings.
Traditional principal preparation programs permitted the assumption
th a t application was a result of being well versed in theory. "Numerous
educators are calling for the preparation of principals through experiential
learning opportunities, including internships and greater interaction with
university faculty and with practicing school administrators" (Gresso, 1991).
Principal preparation programs were evolving from a research based,
primarily theoretical approach, to a more experiential approach. "Most
efforts to restructure the administrator preparation program suggest certain
components should be in existence to meet all the demands of a program th a t
will prepare administrators for the schools of the future" (Earthman, 1990).
Universities have established programs emphasizing the actual performance
aspects of the principalship. This restructuring of principal preparation
programs allowed the student to connect the practical to constructs in
applicable theory. The effective program used both the knowledge base and
the development of skills according to Richard Gousha (1980); Colleges and
universities experimented. Some offered programs outside the university and
met in the K-12 schools where principals perform. Those involved w ith new
programs welcomed and accepted enthusiastically this change in philosophy.
14
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The preponderance of the literature indicated th a t the aspiring
principals involved in new approaches to principal preparation reacted
positively (Theobald, 1991). The question became one of efficacy. With the
understanding th a t students were receptive to the idea of experiential based
programs, the real issue

w sb

determining which competencies to stress

during the internship, those designed and planned for the classroom, those
planned for other experiential components of the program and those if any
left to chance. Peper (1987) called for a combination of classroom and field
work when he stated, "A well designed and executed clinical education for
prospective school adm inistrators would be one which is laced tightly into a
m atrix of academic course preparation and rigorous research on
administrative practice and policy development. Ultimately a m atrix of
academic preparation and clinical experience m ust conjoin in a single
developmental lattice of sequenced intersections" (p 2).
Most of the literature concerning the internship programs centered on
perceptions of the interns and mentors regarding their appreciation of the
internship. They indicated the need for a link between theory and practice.
They also indicated the need for a hands-on approach to learning. Little
evidence was obtained which supported the internship as a delivery
technique. Some research indicated the development of skills as described by
the National Association for Secondary School Principals. Evidence was
needed to indicate th a t the internship was effective in developing skills. If
the internship developed functional (operation of the school) skills, then
spending time and money to attem pt to do more was unwise. New research
assisted in determining the National Policy Board for Educational
Administration's domains of competencies best learned during the internship
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and those th a t should be left in the classroom or to simulation. It is also
im portant to recognize th at learning many of the skills occurred during
coursework and during the internship. In a special report produced by
NASSP (1985), the internship was applauded for the development of problem
analysis and judgment because it provided the opportunities for candidates to
handle increasingly complex m atters, not merely expose the candidate to
events.

Skills of Leadership
Many believed th a t the skills of leadership were innate and adding
theoretical knowledge to those who were bom to lead was the only way to
create knowledgeable leaders. Recent research by Wendel, Kilgore, and
Spurzem attem pted to correlate the scores on the Myers Briggs Type
Inventory to the effectiveness of the principal. Personality Type as measured
by the Myers Briggs had a low relationship with performance of the principal.
Evidence suggested th a t personality types did not predict leadership ability,
The study indicated th at the collection of this information might be useful in
the selection of principals for specific tasks. Rationale for the use of the
Myers Briggs inventory in the selection process centered on specific job tasks
th a t need to be done. For example, if the institution wished to hire a trouble
shooter, the inventory provided information depicting individuals with those
characteristics, but this selection would not insure th a t the principal would
be effective as a leader. There was a significant difference between the use of
the instrum ent to hire a particular type of personality and the use of the
instrum ent to predict effective leadership ability (Wendel, Kilgore, and
Spurzem, 1991), Duplication of this research reiterated the characteristics of
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a leader were not totally dependent on innate qualities such as physical
characteristics, mental ability, personality types, etc. Because these
characteristics were not responsible for leadership, the research continued to
find w hat is responsible. The most recent research focused on the interaction
of the leader w ith those who are being led.
The evolutionary process of the study of leadership exposed a
metamorphosis th at indicated frequent changes in direction. Early
leadership research, referred to as the "great man" theory initiated future
studies focusing on traits, styles, behaviors, situations, and a variety of
research th at identified a combination of these components. Most recently,
leadership research depicted the complexity of the issue and indicated the
interaction of various components forming a complicated picture of leadership
not as an independent trait or skill, but as a variety of skills and knowledge
for use in different situations. Previously, the focus was rather simplistic
and unrealistic. Today's research focused on the interaction with others, the
culture of the organization, environmental concerns, moving from point A to
point B, the interaction with subordinate leaders (middle managers), and an
individual autobiography (Kerns, 1976; Johnson, 1981; Peters and
W aterman, 1982; Sergiovanni & Corbally, 1984; Iaccoca & Novak, 1984;
Bennis & Nunus, 1985). Clearly the move was toward the study of leading
and away from the study of leadership.
Developing leadership skills appropriate for a variety of situations
should be the focus for principal preparation. Leadership skills should be
taught and m ust be practiced. People are not bom effective principals. They
become effective as a result of education (Calabrese 1991). Field based
experiences have long had a place in the development of principals, but the
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experience was undefined and limited. Current literature reinforced the need
for well defined principal internships (NASSP 1985).
Education's connection with the social sciences encouraged the strong
theoretical approach. Theory became param ount in the preparation of
principals. Hallinger & Murphy (1991) reported, "The frameworks from the
various social science disciplines became the knowledge base, and deductive
theory became the method of inquiry emphasized in principal preparation
programs. Lessons from practice were displaced as 'cookbook recipes' th at
were incompatible with the scientific perspective and intellectual rigor of the
theory movement" (p. 518),
Barth and Deal (cited in Manasse, 1983) found most of the academic
literature to be:
1. Theoretical, emphasizing concepts, research, and ideas which
draw heavily from the behavioral sciences.
2. Analytical, encouraging principals to rearrange experience into
manageable and understandable pieces.
3. Rational, logical and linear, encouraging the use of scientific
methodology.
4. Usually, impersonal and neutral, emphasizing generalizations
over particular idiosyncrasies of schools or the peculiarities and
sentiments of individual principals.
5. Often critical and judgmental about principals and their schools.
6. Prescriptive.
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7. Focused on the instrumental leadership of the principalahip,
with comprehensive lists defining the role of the principal
organized into various functions.
S. Based on an organizational image of schools which emphasizes
themes of rationality, certainty, and orderliness.
When B arth and Deal reviewed the principals' work, they found obvious
and dramatic differences. The principals:
1. Emphasize concrete, everyday experience.
2. Capture and share experience through examples, stories, and
metaphors.
3. Call attention to the limits of rationality regarding life in
schools and to the fact th a t actions often precede knowledge or
understanding or even goals or purpose.
4. Describe schools as human, emotional institutions.
5. Show a reluctance to give advice about what others should do
in different settings.
6. Characterize leadership more a m atter of luck and persistence
than of dramatic initiation of bold new ventures.
7. See schools as ambiguous, chaotic, and diverse.
The discrepancies helped to explain why principals were critical of
principal preparation programs. This information indicated th at the
experiences received in college do not relate to the experiences on the job.
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Integration was the key to a successful principal preparation program '
(Cleveland, 1985; Peterson & Finn, 1985).
Historically, it was a common belief th a t the accumulation of knowledge
served to prepare those with innate ability to become effective leaders. With
th a t myth exposed, new and exciting frameworks emerged. The new
knowledge base resembled the knowledge bases of law and medicine.
Grounded in experience, the new knowledge base was inductive not deductive
and focused on real problems emerging out of administrative practice not the
social sciences (Hallinger & Murphy 1991; & National Policy Board for
Educational Administration [NPBEA1,1993).

Reform
Criticism of the ways in which men and women are prepared for
school leadership positions enjoys a long history. Perhaps the
only thing more depressing than an honest appraisal of current
educational administration programs is the knowledge th at so
little progress has been made in resolving the deeply ingrained
weaknesses th a t have plagued training systems for so long
(Murphy, 1992, p.79).
Gibboney (1991) moved toward intellectual and democratic ideas. He
stated, "Most of the reforms are cast in the mold of the technological mindset
and thus support standard practice rather than challenge it" (p.684). He
cited the Paideia Proposal of Adler for recognizing th at all students can learn
and the Essential School of Sizer for commitment to the idea th a t the school
should reflect its community, a more democratic approach. He reflected on
the reforms of the last thirty years and condemned their influence on
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education as attem pts th a t failed to meet the requirements for fundamental
change. An example of a failed attem pt at reform occurred in the 1960s when
community control, an attem pt at democracy in the schools, caused several
teacher strikes because of the disagreements occurred between teachers and
parents. The calls for reform emerged as shallow attem pts th a t usually
rearrange, refinance, or reapply but did not reform. Educational leaders
pursued cosmetic changes th at performed routine administrative functions.
The challenge of the leader was to insert hum an possibilities in an age of
electronic and scientific technology.
The publication of A Nation at Risk (National Commission on Excellence
in Education, 1983) started the most recent reform movement. The
unanimous cry for educational reform was not harmonious, however. The
first attem pt was to right the wrongs of education through a top-down
approach of regulations and mandates. Efforts to prove accountability
through test scores was an example of such attempts. This first wave
initiated a reaction th a t called for a bottom-up approach, site-based decision
making and teacher empowerment (Milstein, Bobroff,and Restine 1991).
Several approaches to reform caused speculation and alternatives about the
future (Hallinger, P. & Murphy, J., 1991; Lynton, 1983; Peterson & Finn,
1985; Pitner, 1982; Jacoby, 1987; Cunningham, 1982; Thomson, 1988).
Theodore R. Sizer (1989) asserted th at no good school is exactly the same
from year to year and no two good schools are alike. This situational
perspective led to an idea th at all schools should reflect the community they
serve. This model of an effective school was not a model at all. Sizer's
approach was th at the Essential School was a school th at was best for a
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particular group of people a t a particular time. He actually offered an a
philosophy rather th an a model.
On the other hand, William Bennett (1989), former Secretary of
Education, offered a different model. Bennett's model was one th at is very
specific with recommendations for curriculum. He believed th at all children
should have the same education not ju st the same educational opportunities,
According to Bennett, education was the only way to transcend the
differences of situation. His ideas were to provide a similar educational
structure for all, which he believed to be the force th at enabled students to
rise above obstacles of condition. His approach was to provide a national
curriculum, prescriptive in nature and he and / or others would determine the
needs of a nation.
The Essential School of Ted Sizer, the Bennett model (James Madison
High School), Site Based Schools of Lane and Walberg (1989), and ValueDriven Schools of Sergiovanni (1989) were but a few of the examples of
directions th a t were emerging after A Nation At Risk (1983) called for
educational reform.
The leadership for these reforms became an im portant issue. With the
various innovative movements toward new paradigms for public education,
focus shifted to the leadership styles of those orchestrating the changes. The
various approaches to reform appeared to have one element in common, the
principal. To meet the consistent changes of the new era in education; the
principal will need a variety of skills and educational background to handle
this paradigm shift (Murphy 1992).
In 1986 The National Governor's Association Report on Education
recommended th a t public schools become more involved by infusing clinical
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experiences in the principal preparation programs. One year later in 1987,
the University Council for Educational Administration reiterated the need for
reform by exposing the lack of collaboration between school districts and
universities and lack of preparation programs geared to the essential
functions of school administrators.

Principal Effectiveness
The principal became a focus for school reform because of the link th at
existed between the principal's effectiveness and the school's effectiveness,
The preponderance of the research indicated the effective principal was
proactive, took initiative, assumed leadership, expanded discretion, and
communicated high expectations to staff, students, and to the community
(Baltzell & Dentler, 1983; Bossert, Dwyer, Rowan & Lee, 1982; Kotter, 1982;
Morris & Crowson,1981). An interesting research project attem pted to prove
th a t the principals of effective schools were perceived as effective leaders.
Jerry Valentine and Michael Bowman conducted a project using the School
Recognition Program to identify effective schools. Teachers of schools
selected as schools of excellence rated their principal using the Audit of
Principal Effectiveness. The results revealed th at the teachers in recognized
schools perceived their principals to be exceptional. Ferdaems (1991)
revealed th at the traditional preparation program had little or no
relationship to leader effectiveness.
Schools are effective when the student learning exceeds the predicted
learning. The principals of these schools attracted a great deal of attention
because w hat they do is a factor in determining effectiveness.
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The research indicated th at four themes of effectiveness emerged:
(1) the principal displays assertive, achievement-oriented leadership,
(2) an orderly and peaceful school climate exists, (3) there are high
expectations for staff and pupils, and (4) there are instructional goals,
and means to evaluate those goals (Shoemaker & Framer, 1981).
Kuckel (1990), M umin (1989), F luth (1986) and others studied the
correlates of effective principals also. The characteristics of effective
principals were similar. Most had frames w ith various domains attached.
The frames were similar regardless of the research. Program (curriculum
delivery and development), interpersonal relations (communications and
personality), functional aspects (day to day operation), and legal or context
(boundaries) constituted the areas of significance th a t the literature supports.
Principals of the future m ust be able to lead others to plan and execute
programs th a t will improve the chances for students to achieve. This
leadership emerged during times of dramatic changes in family structure,
education, and society (Hole, English, and Stefiy, 1990).
The N ortheast Regional Laboratory and the Commissioners of Education
for New England and New York joined forces to adopt a regional certification
for administrators. Regional working groups composed of representatives of
all the states have developed the essential qualities of school leaders for the
future. The essential qualities were th a t the leaders of the future will:
1.

Be visionary and risk takers: School leaders will enable staff,

students, parents, and the community to build a vision for their schools
or districts; articulate a vision and be able to make th at vision concrete
to others; provide an environment and culture in the organization
where creativity, risk taking and experimentation in pursuit of
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excellence and equity are shared by all parents; and manage change in
themselves, others, and their organizations.
2. Embrace diversity: School leaders will model respect,
understanding and appreciation for all people; respond to the needs of
persons with special needs and to the needs of a multi-cultural, multi
racial, and economically diverse society; and function effectively in a
multi-lingual community.
3. Have excellent people skills: School leaders will be responsive to
the needs of staff, students, parents, and community; facilitate
communication th a t yields teamwork, consensus and inquiry; and help
resolve conflicts and manage stress.
4. Know the work of schools: School leaders will function as
educational leaders who enable the creation of a safe and healthy
environment where optimal student growth, both academic and social,
takes place; promote learning as the primary purpose of schools for
students, teachers, parents, and the community members; have
knowledge of schools-their organization, structure, function, and
purpose in a democratic society; understand stages of human
development; have an understanding of curriculum and instruction;
have knowledge of assessment and evaluation of student growth; know
how to assess and evaluate staff and program effectiveness and to
promote excellence in both; and collaborate with social service
agencies, and business and industry.
5. Model leadership: School leaders will be intellectually
stimulated and reflective; have a sense of humor and high self-esteem;
be ethical and accept responsibility for their own actions and
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behaviors; function as a generalist who make connections between
different fields; have a clear sense of power and authority; identify,
create, and use resources; understand and utilize short-and long-range
planning processes; exhibit skills in marketing and public relations;
and have an astute understanding of the politics in their school,
system, and community (Thomson, 1991).
The literature continued to support the essential qualities of an effective
leader by defining skills and qualities of leadership. The literature is lacking
in the area of specific activities th a t will develop these characteristics in
potential principals. Peterson and Finn (1985) asserted th a t the preparation
of school adm inistrators generally lacked training for the practitioner, the
clinical or apprenticeship experience. The merging of the knowledge and
skills required a "feel11or an a rt th a t few universities attem pted to address.

The Art of Utilization of Knowledge
A preponderance of the literature on principal preparation emphasized
skills and knowledge related to the technical and social aspects of
administration. Lynton (1983) stated th at there was a dissatisfaction with
the professional curriculum for principal preparation in the United States.
We provided students with knowledge but failed to help them acquire "the art
of utilization of knowledge." (p. 21) Schtin, (1983) and Kolb, (1984) reiterate
the theme of artistry in the application of the knowledge. William Greenfield
(1985) believed th a t values and humanities should lie added to the
curriculum for aspiring principals. There was a substantial am ount of
research on schools and administrative behavior, but there was little on
organizational processes and the actual day-to-day behavior of school
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administrators, teachers, and students. Studying the culture of the
organization was essential for creating the ability to change the culture. The
accumulation of knowledge and skills did not prepare one for the affects of
culture. Understanding the culture was an important factor in developing
the a rt of utilizing the knowledge and skills in the typical principal
preparation program. The program of the future should provide integration
th a t includes the a rt of utilization of knowledge and skills.
Most educators frowned upon becoming involved politically. One aspect
of the a rt of utilization of knowledge was to be able to share th at knowledge
with the appropriate people a t the appropriate time (Hoyle, English and
Steffey, 1990).
Knowledge and skills were important aspects of principal preparation,
however, having knowledge and skills were tempered with the appropriate
use of knowledge and skills. These were interpersonal skills, moral issues,
ethics, and values. Frequently, principal preparation programs omitted these
areas because of their subjective nature. While overemphasizing this area
were inappropriate, omitting it was also inappropriate. During the
experiential phase of the program, various activities should stress the art of
utilization of knowledge. Kolb's (1984) four stages of experiential learning
(concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, and
active experimentation) addressed the a rt of utilization. The reflective
activities allowed the insertion of values, opinions, ethical assessments, etc.
This area of interpersonal development included public relations,
communications, issue analysis, and evaluation. All of these areas were
im portant to the organization, but were seldom addressed adequately in the
principal preparation programs. A principal who wished to develop a new
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program took time to evaluate the climate before diving in head first into a
situation th at yielded negative results. Savvy or street wise principals have
learned the a rt of utilization usually the hard way.
One way to be sure th a t mentors and prot6g6s focused on the im portant
aspects of leadership was to use the reflective interview and shadowing
(Barnett, 1990).

Experiential Based Programs
The experiential based programs attempted to fuse theory and practice.
The efforts to do this were unique and innovative. The internship was only
one aspect of the experiential based program. Other experiential components
included shadowing, computer simulation, simulations, role playing, field
experiences, etc.
The experiential based programs addressed only two aspects of principal
preparation, knowledge and skill. While these two aspects were essential and
definitely improvement over the knowledge based programs, the experiential
omitted the a rt of administration. The art of administration, contained the
ethics, moral behavior, interpersonal skills, communication, timing, etc.
These areas were difficult for principals, especially new principals.
The experiential based programs added to the traditional approach role
playing, shadowing, focus groups, reflective opportunities, simulation,
computer simulation, case studies, field experiences, projects (problem based
learning, FBL) and the internship. By adding these components, the
educators assumed th a t the linking skills and knowledge occurred and th a t
the a rt of utilization followed. This assumption has some validity. A
principal who is skilled in the a rt of utilization models th a t behavior for the
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prot€g6. A principal who was not skilled in the a rt of utilization falters
frequently. In each case the art of utilization was an im portant factor for the
protdgd. (e.g., Greenfield, 1985; Lynton, 1983; Murphy, 1992; Sergiovanni,
1989)

Integration
If the principal preparation programs of the future are going to reflect
the initiative of this era, much work muBt be done. Delivery of the principal
preparation curriculum must change. While most university professors
advocated changes, the mode of operations reflects the teacher centered
classroom with which we are all familiar. To affect change the paradigm of
the past m ust be abandoned programs espoused by futurists such as Joseph
Murphy who asserted:
1. Learning should be student-centered (as opposed to professorcentered).
2. Active learning should be stressed (as opposed to passive
consumption).
3. Personalized learning should be emphasized (as opposed to
collective consumption).
4. A balance of instructional approaches is needed (as opposed
to dominant reliance on the lecture-discussion model).
5. Cooperative approaches to learning and teaching should be
underscored (as opposed to individualistic competitive
strategies).
6. Outcome-based (or mastery-based) learning should be
stressed (as opposed to process-based learning).
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7. Delivery structures should be built on developmental^ based
learning principles (as opposed to universally applicable
principles) (Murphy, 1992, p. 154).
Integrating the experiential and knowledge bases of the curriculum
required a paradigm shift. Unfortunately, some attem pts continued to stress
the division between the application of knowledge and the acquisition of
knowledge in such a way th at integration occurred semantically. In the
programs where rhetoric replaced reform, only rem nants of both approaches
remain and integration was light years away (Cleveland, 1986).
Other experiential techniques were beneficial in the integration process.
The internship as a culminating experience provided for practice of developed
skills, had a specific purpose, and occurred near the end of the preparation
program. Other experiential techniques occurred throughout the program.
Computer simulation, reflective thinking, shadowing, project courses, field
experiences, practicum, etc., provided an avenue for integration. Bridging
the gap between theory and practice required opportunities for students to
apply knowledge in a variety of ways. Semantics became a problem if the
definition of term s was the focus. Application may be simulation or actual
participation. In each case the experience was the most significant aspect of
the practice, not the name given to the practice.

Principal Induction
Another im portant aspect of principal preparation was the induction
process. In the past, participants in a principal preparation program
consisted of a process of accumulating classes and/or hours and then
miraculously becoming credentialed. New innovative and unique attem pts to
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screen applicants existed in this country. A prescriptive approach th a t
included assessments to establish base line information replaced the
traditional approach of accumulating credits. This screening and prescribing
enabled students to work intently on specified areas. The new approaches
stressed the abilities and/or competencies of the new students. "A promising
option for screening potential principal candidates is the assessment center.
The National Association of Secondary School Principals, using an idea
borrowed from the business world, began the first assessment center in 1975.
It is one of the most flourishing approaches to identify and screen prospective
principals" (Anderson, p. 11). This approach used simulations th at allowed
the student the opportunity to perform tasks in a risk-free environment.

Principal Selection
There was a large pool of certified principal applicants. Anderson (1988)
believed th a t highly qualified candidates were dwindling. Anderson (1988)
also believed th a t Scott Thomson who was then the executive director of
NASSP was right about the fact th a t the preparation programs needed
improvement. It appeared to be paradoxical to say on one hand th a t the pool
of certified candidates was increasing while the pool of qualified candidates
i

was decreasing. This phenomenon occurred because many seek a degree in
adm inistration who never desire to become an administrator. A degree in
administration, often considered less demanding, entitled the graduate to a
salary increase.
The desire to receive an easy masters degree was but one reason th at the
pool was large. The most disturbing reason was th a t the requirements for
entry into a masters program in administration were almost nonexistent.
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The fact was th a t few universities required anything other than an
undergraduate degree (Murphy, 1992). The preparation of principals was a
moot issue because the selection was more political. Even when well
qualified, well-educated applicants were available, they failed to get a job
because of other considerations. Increasing the effectiveness of the
preparation programs was the only way to increase the effectiveness of the
principal. Selection was perhaps a long way from any kind of significant
changes th a t gave the best qualified candidates an equal opportunity. While
the news concerning the method of selection was bleak, the news regarding
the preparation was very positive. Increasingly local boards of education will
hire more qualified applicants because the community will demand it. The
attention given to the reform movement in education had positive
ramifications. Various steps began to turn things around.
Recruitment was one way to improve the quality of applicants. Most
principalship advertisements occurred within local boundaries. Provincial
thinking of the local boards of education prompted this anomaly (Murphy,
1992). As the pool of qualified applicants increased, the pressure to hire
qualified applicants would also increase. Screening, interviewing,
assessment centers, and other broadening experiences intensified this
pressure. The good old boy system would disintegrate as the demand for
better schools increased.
*

The IntemBhip
In 1947 the Cooperative Program in Educational Administration (CPEA)
funded by the Kellogg Foundation sponsored internships, Newell (1952)
described the internship as follows:
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1. Must be a phase of professional education which comes after or
near the completion of his formal program of professional preparation.
2. Must involve a considerable block of time (at least one
semester on a full-time basis or the equivalent.)
3. Must involve the intern's carrying real and continuous
administrative responsibilities in the field under the competent
supervision of a practicing adm inistrator and a sponsoring university
or college (p. 4).
During the early 60s, the Kellogg Foundation funded other internship
programs and laid the groundwork for the internship to become an important
part of principal preparation. Hills (1975) suggested th a t the internship be
taken more seriously as a true component of adm inistrator preparation.
Lincoln (1978) presented a model for the internship th a t outlined specific
functions. The type of internship experience described by Lincoln was
correlated to the goals of the individual and prior administrative experience.
H uth (1979) revealed th a t former interns believed that the internship had
been very valuable professionally, Witters-Churchill (1988) affirmed the
internship as the preferred mode of instruction and preferred th a t the
instructors of the programs have recent experience in the field. Voit (1989)
indicated th a t principals preferred the internship as the ideal instructional
model.
Because this component of principal preparation received so much
attention and praise, it was necessary to define internship. Most experts
agreed the internship took place usually toward the end of the academic
preparation th a t allowed the participant the opportunity to apply his/her
skills and knowledge utilizing the a rt of application, hopefully a p art of the
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preparation program. It was also desirable according to most for the
internship to occur over an extended period of time.
The National Association of Secondary School Principals had proposed
the internship as an important aspect of principal preparation (NASSP,
1985). The internship as a component of principal preparation was not a new
concept a t all. While the internship as described in 1962 were still being
practiced today, other types of experiential designs and internships were
being developed and used. Feper (1987) developed a progressive plan to
incorporate the elements of experience and theory in a gradual program
which involved experience throughout the program. At level one, the
professor tied theory to specific skills attem pting to integrate by example.
This was the fundamental level or the basic attem pt to make an effort to
integrate the experience and theory. Level two provided the students the
ability to observe. It is a t this level th at business and other state or local
agencies help. An effort to coordinate the program with these players was
essential. Students would observe, shadow, and report the findings
concerning the theory learned in class. Level three allowed for simulation,
role play, computer simulations, and other laboratory experiences. Students
performed in a low risk environment. Level four provided for a structured
internship. Skilled clinical professors enabled the students to acquire
advanced skills in a number of categories. Level five allowed for the
development of the a rt of application. Development of skills and the
acquisition of knowledge gave students the tools to perform effectively. The
a rt of application gave them the professional status th a t came from being
able to know how to apply knowledge and skills effectively. This process was
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necessary to complete the training of a new principal. Knowing when to do
something in a given situation was more important than knowing w hat to do.
Theobald (1991) posited a number of ways to implement the internship
during a principal preparation program. Internships were not more
im portant than the academic and professional components, but they received
little attention in the traditional principal preparation program. There were
several reasons why traditional internships do not prepare students
adequately for the job. First, the mentor who had little or no training usually
designed the internship. Second, many of the professors did not have enough
time to supervise the internship adequately. Third, the internship as a
culminating event usually was thought to be less im portant than the other
requirements. Fourth, the internship was not a full time commitment. A gap
between classroom learning and job expectations existed.
Ferdaems (1991) stated th a t the traditional programs had little or no
relationship to leader effectiveness. Because this gap existed, it made sense
to provide additional learning opportunities experientially. Experiential
activities including role play, simulation, shadowing, focus groups, reflective
practice, computer simulation, field experiences, case studies, project courses,
and the internship were all important activities in bridging the gap between
theory and application (NASSP, 1985). Theobald (1991) asserted th a t the
intern should not have a full-time teaching job during the internship.
While the experiential model was relatively new, the internship was by
far the most im portant component in the experiential preparation of new
principals. Although the internship ideally should occur over a long period of
time, the NASSP recommended a full year, the universities and the local
school systems have not followed this recommendation. Because students
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usually had jobs or other responsibilities which made full time internship
difficult, internships occurred when they could occur. They usually were not
supervised properly and the mentors were not usually trained appropriately.
This obvious neglect made the experience important, but lacked direction and
opportunity for real experience based on acceptable theoiy. The focus of the
traditional internship was to preserve the status quo and to teach the
managerial functions of the job. Calabrese (1991) stated, "Principal
preparation programs m ust evolve to prepare graduates to face the
leadership demands of a rapidly changing society.. . . Current principal
preparation programs do not reflect change. Most provide a basic
understanding of school administration and generate the necessary
coursework required for certification." The literature suggested th at
principal preparation programs m ust address both the managerial functions
and the leadership functions of principal preparation. Kimbrough and
B urkett (1991) defined the roles. "The management p art of the principal's job
consists of keeping the school r unning in an efficient manner. It is composed
of such activities as keeping records, filling out forms, procuring and directing
personnel, and coordinating the resources of the entire school. Leadership,
on the other hand, is more creative.. . . In the case of the principal, the
leadership provided motivates teachers to improve the overall
teaching/learning environment of the school." The original purpose became
inadequate and a new purpose emerged with responsibility in both the
managerial and leadership roles of the principal.
Various other experiences were used in principal preparation. The most
common experiences used were the field experience, simulations, shadowing,
computer simulation, and case studies. The field experience was a project
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centered on a specific area for a short period of time. The simulations
allowed for risk taking because they occurred without negative results. The
shadowing experience allowed the student to observe the actions and
encouraged reflection upon the experiences. The computer simulations were
practice situations allowing the student to take several different approaches
to see how each will play out. The case study enabled the student to see how
others reacted to situations. The project course allowed the student to
concentrate on one specific area for a long period of time and became an
alternative for the dissertation. All the experiential activities had specific
roles and were effective, but none should replace the internship and cannot
substitute. Internship modifications assisted in meeting the needs of the
students and the institutions (e.g. Milstein, Bobroff, and ReBtine, 1991;
Murphy, 1992).

The National Policy Board for Educational Administration
The National Policy Board for Educational Administration (NFBEA)
sponsored by American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
American Association of School Administrators, Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development, Association of School Business Officials
International, Council of Chief State School Officers, National Association of
Elementary Principals, National Association of Secondary School Principals,
National Council of Professors of Educational Administration, National
School Boards Association, and University Council for Educational
Administration, was formed to strengthen the preparation and certification
programs for school leaders. NPBEA committed to the idea ofjoining theory
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and practice. This organization wished to promote high performance
standards and provide for individual creativity.
The NPBEA (1989) recommended a common core of knowledge composed
of seven foundational areas of learning as follows:
First, the core m ust examine the societal and cultural factors th a t
influence education, so th at administrators emerge with an
understanding of the environment in which they will function.
Preparation programs m ust discuss demographic changes relating to
race, gender, family income. Programs m ust teach adm inistrators how
to deal effectively with students from diverse backgrounds and how to
use multicultural situations to enrich the educational experience.
Prospective administrators m ust become familiar with the resources
available through other social service and community agencies and
understand how such agencies relate to schools.
Second, preparation programs m ust never lose sight of the core
function of the school: teaching and learning. Prospective
adm inistrators m ust gain a thorough understanding of the
instructional and learning processes at the school level. All programs
should instill a broad knowledge of the research base, factors affecting
school change and school improvement, a vision of instructional
excellence.
Third, educational administrators should know the rich
theoretical and empirical literature th a t explains the structure and
dynamics of organizational life in schools and the role of the individual
in organizations.
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body of knowledge is a powerful tool for

observing, interpreting, changing and guiding educational practice.
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Such knowledge is rooted in a comprehensive study of organizational
theory from traditional perspectives and from such contemporary
alternative views as critical and feminist theory.
Fourth, research and evaluation skills should focus on tools th a t
will assist the administrator in studying schools as organizations and
becoming a reflective practitioner. Evaluation methodology should
emphasize the assessment of program and organizational outcomes.
All students should be introduced to techniques of policy analysis.
Every student should be functionally literate in basic qualitative and
quantitative design.
Fifth, preparation programs m ust transm it knowledge of basic
leadership and management processes and functions. Students m ust
m aster such functional skills as resource allocation, scheduling,
planning, and computer applications; and such process skills as
working w ith groups, managing conflict, and building coalitions.
Administrators need to do as well as to know. These topics were
expected to be well represented in the curriculum, but they are not. A
wide gap exists between w hat is taught and what practitioners say
they need. Consequently, these courses should be developed in close
consultation with colleagues in the field.
Sixth, preparation programs should include content about policy
studies and the politics of education. Prospective adm inistrators need
to be introduced to the legislative process, how decisions are negotiated
locally, within state policy guidelines, and in relation to national
educational emphases. They need to understand the influence of
community power structures.
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Finally, the program m ust address w hat is right to do as well as
the right way to do it. Students should be pushed to examine their
own belief systems, their reasons for wanting to be administrators,
their images of the mission of schooling as a social process. The
curriculum should be designed to provide frameworks and tools to
assist students in assessing the moral and ethical implications of
administrative decisions in schools (pp. 20-21).
The newly revised document reflected twenty-one domains of
competency. Under the direction of Scott Thomson, the National Policy
Board for Educational Administration developed a knowledge and skill base
for principals. This national board assigned sixteen writing teams the task of
assimilating the knowledge for each of the domains of competency. Principals
and academicians across the country made up the writing teams. The
framework for the new publication was Principals For Our Changing Schools:
Preparation and Certification (1990). In 1992. Principals for our Changing
Schools: Knowledge and Skill Base was published. The loose-leaf format of
the publication enabled modifications as needed or desired. The publication
was a functional document th at should not sit on a shelf. This document
provided a firm knowledge base on which to build a program.
The internship as part of an experiential program would be helpful in
developing knowledge and skills as defined by the knowledge based developed
under the direction of the National Policy Board For Educational
Administration. There was no research th at indicated the internship
developed some or all of the identified domains.
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The book followed the four major themes: (1) Curriculum,
(2) Interpersonal, (3) Functional, and(4) Contextual. A total of twenty-one
domains under the four broad areas formed the principal competencies.
"The publication's design included: (1) Definition of sub-domains,
(2) Review of literature, (3) Model of sub-domain, (4) Specific knowledge and
skills for sub-domains, (5) Examples of effective and ineffective behaviors,
(6) Suggested approaches to instruction, and (7) Suggested measurement
procedures" (NPBEA, 1991).

Conclusion
A new approach to principal preparation was inductive not deductive.
The new principals faced situations th at required a myriad of skills and the
understanding of the art of utilization of those skills. This new approach
recognized the need for integration as a means to bridge the ever existing gap
between theory and practice. Application without theory was shooting from
the hip, while theory without the ability to apply one's knowledge was
relatively useless. Both were important and certainly recognized as needed
for effective principals. The internship as the application component of
principal preparation programs started in 1947. The internship was defined
in 1955. Unfortunately, the internship was a relatively unstructured
experience th a t depended greatly on chance for success. The identification of
the skills best learned during the internship assisted in making this strategy
more successful in the preparation of principals.

CHAPTER 3
Methods and Procedures

Overview
This chapter contained the research design, or the plan for the study
which includes a description of the study, instrum ent development,
population, validity and reliability testa, data analysis, sample size, and
summary. The methods used to conduct the study were explained. The
process and the format for the design as well as the information collection
instrum ent were explained. The use of statistics, selection of the appropriate
statistical approaches, and the rationale for their use were included.

.

Description of the Study

The study was a form of descriptive research (ex post facto) using
collection of data and data analysis to answer specific questions generated by
the research based on an identified problem. "Survey research typically
employs questionnaires or, in some cases, interviews to determine peopled
opinions, attitudes, and perceptions about the situation being studied" (Long,
Convey, & Chawalek, 1988), A survey was designed to collect the perceptions
of graduates in Alliance Schools. Descriptive and inferential statistics
answered the research questions and tested the hypotheses. The answers to
the questions and the results of the hypotheses testing provided information
about experiential principal preparation programs containing an internship.
The instrum ent used to obtain information from the former interns
allowed the respondent the opportunity to reflect on his/her own experiences
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and report the degree of learning which took place during the internship. A
search of available instrum ents was conducted. An instrum ent did not
exist th a t answered the proposed questions therefore, an instrum ent was
designed and piloted using the domain indicators (see Appendix A) of the
National Policy Board for Educational Administration. The final
instrum ent was developed after the pilot revealed the need for various
changes (see Appendix B).
Instrumentation
A pilot instrum ent (see Appendix C) was developed to answer the
research questions and reflect the skills identified by the domain indicators of
the National Policy Board for Educational Administration. The domains of
competency were the primary areas for investigation. Indicators provided in
the NPBEA literature enabled these latent variables, domains of competency,
to be identified and measured. A letter from Scott Thomson (see Appendix D)
confirmed the validity of these indicators. Six to eight indicators were used
in the pilot to allow for corrections to improve reliability after running
Cronbach's Alpha (see Appendix E).
The instrum ent was designed to allow ease for the respondent while
providing meaningful information. The pilot was conducted with the
assistance of Cynthia Norris who provided the names and addresses of
students who had served an internship a t the University of Houston. The
information gathered from the pilot was used to modify and refine the
instrument.
The development of the instrum ent followed Long's (1988) outline:
1. The traits or characteristics to be measured were determined using
the twenty-one competency domains outlined by the NPBEA.
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Indicators were selected based on the information provided by the
NPBEA. The domains of competency were actually latent variables
which were detected by the observable behaviors th a t were described
by the indicators.
2. A set of potential items were defined by using indicators th a t were
directly taken from the literature published by the NPBEA.
3. Content validity was determined by the National Polity Board for
Educational Administration in their development of the domains of
competency and the indicators were used verbatim with confirmation
provided by Scott Thomson, executive director of the NPBEA.
4. A few individuals representative of the population responded and
changes were made based on recommendations of these individuals.
5. A pilot population responded. SPSS for the Macintosh was

U B ed

to

conduct the analysis.
7. The instrum ent was finalized using Cronbach's Alpha and the
Spearman-Brown formula to establish internal consistency.
The instrum ent was a Likert-like instrum ent with five responses. The
instrum ent allowed each respondent to rate on a graduated ordinal response
Likert-like scale the knowledge and application skills th a t were learned
during the internship. Various prototypes of the instrum ents were developed
and shared w ith colleagues. The final instrum ent was developed after
numerous models were developed and explored. The final instrum ent used
the format depicted in Figure 1.
Figure 1
Promoting imtrue tlonal
and auxi liary program*
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Population
The selection of an appropriate population was important. To seek
information from one stakeholder might indicate bias; to seek the same
information from another stakeholder might be of no importance. The
selection of the appropriate population to answer the questions was
paramount. Borg and Gall (1989) confirmed the importance of selecting the
appropriate population. "Target populations can represent a large group
scattered over a wide geographical area or a small group concentrated in a .
single area" (p. 216). Targeting, piloting, surveying and recording the
appropriate population involved the following;
1. The targeted individuals were licensed professionals who completed an
internship in an Alliance school (East Tennessee State University,
Brigham Young University, The Florida State University, and Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University).
2. A list of graduates and their addresses was obtained with the assistance of
Ivan Muse, Departm ent of Educational Leadership, Brigham Young
University; Wayne Worner, Division of Administration and Educational
Services, Virginia Technological University; Bob Stakenas, College of
Education, The Florida State University; and Charles Burkett,
Departm ent of Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis, E ast
Tennessee State University.
3. A pilot was conducted a t the University of Houston in the Winter, 1994.
4. The data was collected in the Spring, 1994.
5. The package was sent to each of the respondents containing a cover letter,
the data instrument, a self addressed stamped envelope, and an incentive
for responding promptly.
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6. A number was attached to the address label which identified the
*

respondent. After two weeks a follow-up letter was sent to each person
who failed to respond.
7. As each response arrived, the data were entered into the computer (see
Appendix F).
8. An instant record was available to reflect progress. The data reflected
the 67 indicators and the 21 domains of competency. The computer program
allowed individual reports and group reports based on demographic
information.

Validity and Reliability
The validity of the instrum ent was assured because of the use of
indicators th at were identified by The National Policy Board for Educational
Administration whose assessment provided content and face validity. The
process used to identify the domains and their indicators involved conducting
a task analysis of the principalship; convening focus groups; integrating the
outcomes of the inductive and deductive approaches, establishing an initial
list of 19 domains, distributing the initial list to a national jury of 50
educators, consolidating the recommendations, revising the domains, and
redistributing th e revised list to the jury of 50 for comments and
adjustments. After this process was used to identify the 21 domains, writing
team s from across the country were used to develop each domain (Thomson,
1992). Specifically for this research, Scott Thomson was contacted to provide
further confirmation of validity. He reviewed the indicators and confirmed
their accuracy. He was also able to assist in pointing out areas which needed
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some additional adjustments. The recommendations were considered and
appropriate changes were made to reflect his thoughts.
Reliability (internal consistency) was more difficult to establish. Several
indicators were used to represent subscales. A pilot was conducted using
former interns from the University of Houston, a university outside the
Alliance. Charles Burkett recommended a contact person, Cynthia Norris
from the University of Houston, provided a list of names and addresses of
forty-five former students who had recently completed the internship. The
initial mailing of the pilot produced important information. First, it became
rath er obvious th at the return was going to be low. After six days only three
people had responded. The pilot instrum ent was long and involved. The
respondent had to respond to 270 items plus the demographic information
requested. Because of the rather low response, a redesigned instrum ent was
remailed to the pilot group. The response was better. The average lapsed
time for the responses was 22.8 days. The low response rate and the average
lapsed time indicated th a t the pilot m ust be redesigned before surveying the
targeted population. After obtaining only twelve responses, a decision was
made to continue the study based on the reliability information obtained from
this pilot. Cronbach's alpha was used to determine reliability. The lack of
sufficient data tarnishes the impact of this research to a degree, but because
the entire population was surveyed, a decision was made to continue. The
results of the first twelve respondents indicated a high reliability. The final
instrum ent was designed using these results realizing th at there might be
problems ahead. After three more weeks and the final instrum ent had been
delivered to the population a total of twenty-one pilot instrum ents were
collected. This represented a more respectable pilot. Cronbach's Alpha was
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again used to find th a t the original indicators were still applicable but the
actual alpha had decreased. Table 1 is provided to show Cronbach's Alpha
after receiving seventeen pilots. Nunnally (1978) indicated th a t .70 is the
lower limit of an acceptable alpha. DeVellis (1991) points out th at different
methodologists have different expectations. The expectations of DeVellis are
as follows: "below .60, unacceptable; between .60 and .65, undesirable;
between .65 and .70, minimally acceptable; between .70 and .80, respectable;
between .80 and .90, very good; much above .90, one should consider
shortening the scale" (p. 85).

Table 1
Sample Reliability Using Cronbach's Alpha and Sample Means. Variances.
Standard Deviations, and Number of Variables Used to Form the Constructs
or Domains
Domains

Means

Variance

Standard Vara

Alpha

Deviation
Leadership

12.2941

Information

Cronbach's

9.4706

3.0774

3

.8175

♦

Collection

12.6471

5.2426

2.2897

3

.7237

Problem Solving

15.3529

14.2426

3.7739

4

.7944

Judgm ent

12.1176

12.8603

3.5861

3

.8816

Oversight

11.1176

16.3603

4.0448

3

.9357

Implementation

10.9412

13.6838

3.6992

3

.8270

Delegation

11.9412

13.5588

3.6822

3

.9086
(table continues)
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Domains

Means

Variance

Std. Dev

Vara

Cronbach's
Alpha

Instruction

11.1765

16.7794

4.0963

3

.9485

Curriculum

10.0000

15.1250

3.8891

3

.7890

Guidance

11.4118

18.1324

4.2582

3

.9240

Staff Development 13.5882

24.1324

4.9125

4

.8235

Measurement

11.3529

9.9926

3.1611

3

.7616

Resource

11.8235

29.0294

5.3879

4

,8646

Motivation

12.2941

8.9706

2.9951

3

.7721

Sensitivity

11.7059

12.8456

3.5841

3

.9256

Oral Expression

16.2353

14.6912

3.8329

4

.7241

11.7647

14.1912

3.7671

3

.8005

Cultural Values

10.9412

13.0588

3.6137

3

.7796

Legal

12,6471

25.6176

5.0614

4

.7107

Influences

10.0588

14.4338

3.7992

3

.8604

Public Relations
var3 s variable

12.8824

18.3603

4.2849

4

.7235

W ritten
Expression
Philosophical And

Political

The small pilot size and the small number of items which combined to
make the subscales created obstacles th at m ust be considered when
attem pting to generalize. Surveying the entire population strengthened the
study despite the problems experienced with reliability. Because there was
no attem pt to use a relatively small sample, the power was not decreased and
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the problems with reliability were not as significant. Power was enhanced
by increasing the sample size (Borg, 1989; Brase, 1983). The power of a
statistical procedure was the likelihood th a t the procedure will properly
detect a significant effect. Power depends upon the level of significance, the
size of the effect, and the size of the samples (Long, 1988; Kraemer, 1991).
The total population was the target of this research, the level of significance
was predetermined a t .05, thus the effect size was the only element
adjustable to improve the power.
The pilot revealed other information. The average age of the respondent
in the pilot group was 39.0 years. Of the seventeen total respondents out of
the forty-five piloted, only four had any administrative experience and of
these four, only one had more than five years of experience in administration.
Of the four with administrative experience, two were male. Of the seventeen
respondents fourteen were female. While the group did not represent
experienced administrators, they were experienced in education w ith an
average of 12.2 years in the field.
The internship th at these students described was a one semester
internship structured in a traditional manner. Most reported few or no other
field or simulation experiences. Eight of the seventeen reported th a t the
internship was primarily structured by the mentor.
Five of the seventeen reported th at they were not white. Two of the
minority respondents reported administrative experience. One had been in
adm inistration 25 years while the other reported four years in
administration.
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The demographic information of the pilot was reported to show
similarities in the pilot group and the target population. The information
was not used in any of the findings.
The reliability of the instrum ent was determined by Cronbach's
coefficient alpha. Nunnally (1978) discussed the use of other methods to
determine re lia b ility especially if the scale was depicting dichotomous
relationships. To assume an inverse relationship or a dichotomous
relationship between the ratings of "other" principal preparation components
and the "internship" in the pilot would be presumptuous. There were items
which indicated an inverse relationship while there may be items which
indicated th a t the learned behavior was rated high in both the "internship"
and "other" components of the principal preparation program thus
eliminating the idea of depicting dichotomous relationships. The items in
the scale provided multiple response options, therefore Cronbach's coefficient
alpha was more appropriate. Long (1988) recommended, however, th a t the
Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula be used if the subscale contained fewer
than forty items. All of the subscales contained three or four items. The
"Statistical Package for Social Sciences" (SPSS for the Macintosh) was used
to determine both the Spearman-Brown and Cronbach's alpha as reflected in
Table 1. A less desirable method, test-retest, could have been used to
determine reliability but because of the difficulty of the pilot, the number of
responses, the am ount of time involved in contacting the people in Houston,
this method was not used.

D ata Analysis
Hypotheses were constructed from the research questions in the null
form for testing purposes. Demographic information was also collected which
enabled the identification of groups possible. Determining the differences
and similarities between groups was accomplished using inferential
statistics. Descriptive statistics were used to answer most of the research
questions. Determining the skills learned during the internship served two
purposes, one, it enabled the identification of skills learned during th a t
component of principal preparation and two, it identified by default those
skills best learned during other components.
Hypothesis testing was used to decide whether to accept or reject a
hypothesis. There are two types of errors in hypothesis testing: The Type I
error, rejecting a true hypothesis and the Type II error, not rejecting a false
hypothesis. The goal was to minimize both types of errors by using the total
population. The level of significance, ( a) alpha was the probability of
making a Type I error. The probability of making a Type II error was
represented by (p) beta. The purpose of creating the null hypothesis was to
reject it. The null hypothesis (Ho) asserted th a t there was no difference
between the two populations means ( |V ^ = 0 ). The formula for th a t is
represented by H o : MrPa - 0. In general, regardless of the particular
statistics used, the null hypothesis is a trial hypothesis asserting th a t no
difference existed between population param eters (Hinkle, Wiersma, & Jurs,
1988).
The level of significance was specified in advance so th at results did not
influence the choice for the level of significance (Brace p. 226). For this study
the level of significance was .05.
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The return rate, another important concern, needed to be relatively high
for this small population. A return rate of 66-70% was desired. In order to
get a higher rate, the design of the instrum ent was modified to be friendlier,
the survey letters included the cooperating professors names, and a drawing
for a VCR for the participant's school was offered as an incentive for a prompt
return.
Sample size
The larger the sample, the more likely the sample represents the
general population. As a rule a large sample is required when:
1. many uncontrolled variables are present.
2. small effect sizes are anticipated.
3. groups are broken into small groups.
4. high attrition is expected.
5. high level of statistical significance, statistical power, or both
are required.
6. population is highly heterogeneous on the variables being
studied.
7. reliable measures of the dependent variable are not available
(Borg p. 233-236).
Because there was a concern for the conditions outlined by Borg, a target
population instead of a sample was selected to be surveyed. The total
population was adequate for generalizability in the Alliance Schools, but
great care should be used in trying to generalize beyond. Some authorities
suggest th at if a case can be made the group studied reflects the
characteristics of the general population or the universe, generalization can
be extended, This type of extension is not recommended but could be used as
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support documentation for developing internships or for doing a similar
study.
For this study the level of significance was .05. An inverse relationship
existed between a and p. An increase in a caused a decrease in P and vise
versa. The only real way to increase both a and P was to increase the size of
the sample. Because the total population was used, there was no way to
improve the power by increasing the size of the sample (Jaeger, 1990).
The next concern was the return rate which needed to be high for this
population. With a small population of 218, the sample size would have to be
about 70% of the population, a high return rate.

Summary
1. The first step in the development of this research was taken in 1990. The
state of Tennessee hosted a invitational symposium for leaders in
education which focused on the principalship. During th at conference
several problems and conditions were reported and some recommendations
were made for effective change. Being selected to the Advisory Council on
Teacher Education and Certification of the State Board of Education also
assisted in the development of the concept. Becoming a member of a
doctoral cohort also contributed greatly to the development of the problem.
Influences from professional literature contributed also. These concepts or
ideas were all contributing to the idea that one way to improve schools was
to improve principals.
2. Principal preparation programs were being criticized for omitting the
practical. Various approaches assisted in bridging the gap between theory
and practice. One such approach was a meaningful internship.
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3. The review of literature indicated that the internship was certainly not
new, but was growing in popularity. The attitude of students who had
participated in an internship were positive. Although the internship had
support as a component of principal preparation programs, there was no
real indication as to what specific skills as indicated by the National Policy
Board for Educational Administration were learned during this most
positive experience.
4. The statem ent of the problem revealed th at universities embrace the idea
of the internship without much knowledge as to w hat should be included in
this experience.
5. On September 30,1993, the leaders of the Alliance met in Johnson City.
This project was discussed with each representative to enlist their support
and assistance. Charles Burkett was instrum ental in establishing the
contacts enabling this project to proceed as follows:
• The Alliance Schools were contacted as to the intent to do this study.
Each professor agreed to assist by providing the names and
addresses of individuals who completed their respective programs.
• There was much discussion and consideration as to the scope of this
endeavor. The approach selected was a quantitative descriptive
research which focused on skills represented by the NPBEA.
• Graduates of Alliance Schools who have experienced an internship
were the targeted population.
• Each professor who attended the meeting in September, 1993, was
very supportive and helpful.
• A questionnaire was developed for the relatively small population
selected.
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• The prospectus was presented to doctoral students participating in
doctoral seminar in Department of Educational Leadership and
Policy Analysis a t E ast Tennessee State University on October 16,
1993, to seek input and gather suggestions for improving the study.
• The initial draft of the information gathering instrum ent was
reviewed during this seminar and a decision was made as to the
focus of the instrument. The researcher expressed some
apprehension as to the length and breadth of the instrum ent.
• A review of the instrum ent was conducted by universities and
principals to establish validity.
• A pilot was conducted with the assistance of Cynthia Norris, a
professor a t the University of Houston.
• Revisions were made and validly and reliability were established.
• A cover letter was developed using the name of the respondent's
university and their former professor from the Alliance School in an
attem pt to improve the return.
• The questionnaire was mailed to each of the graduates of the
Alliance Schools with a stamped self-addressed envelope.
• As the questionnaires were returned, data were entered into the
computer using File Maker Pro for Macintosh and complete
descriptive records and results were available.
• The results were reported and conclusions were made.

CHAPTER 4
Analysis of Data

Introduction
In this chapter the findings of the study are revealed. A combination of
descriptive and inferential statistical analyses was used on the information
obtained from the former interns of the Alliance Schools. The information
was collected using an original survey th a t had to be piloted. The domains of
competency indicators were taken verbatim from information provided by the
National Policy Board for Educational Administration. The process used to
identify the domains and their indicators involved conducting a task analysis;
convening focus groups; integrating the outcomes of the inductive and
deductive approaches, establishing an initial list of 19 domains, distributing
the initial list to a national jury of 50 educators, consolidating the
recommendations, revising the domains, and redistributing the revised list to
the jury of 50 for comments and adjustments. Writing teams from across the
country were used to develop each domain. Scott Thomson was contacted to
provide further confirmation of validity. He reviewed the indicators and
confirmed their accuracy. He was also able to assist in pointing out areas
which needed some additional adjustments. The recommendations were
considered and appropriate changes were made to reflect his thoughts.
After the pilot, the instrum ent evolved and changed tremendously before
distribution to the population. A Likert-like scale was developed to gather
information regarding the constructs (the twenty-one domains of
competency). Additional information (demographic, primarily) was gathered
to assist in describing the group that was surveyed and assisting in
57
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establishing differences between groups. Some information was dichotomous
information th a t had to be subdivided after the information was collected.
R ather th an asking if the internship was divided into one sem ester or less
than one semester, a series of questions were asked which ultimately resulted
in combining various answers in only one of two possibilities.
The respondent was allowed to select from a group of five responses
which indicated degrees from low to high and could be argued to be interval
information for the analysis. The information was considered ordinal,
however, because the Likert-like scale was used and results obtained from
Likert instrum ents are considered ordinal in nature. The demographic
information was interval data find dichotomous (nominal) data which allowed
a variety of tests regarding the respondent's perceptions of the internship on
a graduated sc ale.

Population Characteristics
The population to study was selected after much deliberation and
consideration. Charles Burkett of E ast Tennessee State University suggested
th a t the Alliance Schools be used for a variety of reasons. First, the Alliance
Schools provided a geographically diverse population. Second, the professors
from the Alliance Schools were interested in the research th at bridged the
gap between theory and application. Third, the Alliance Schools provided
internships designed to challenge the status quo rather than internships th at
would only perpetuate the present system. Fourth, the Alliance Schools'
students were readily accessible. Each school had available records and
assisted in contacting recent graduates. The cooperation of the professors at
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each institution assisted in providing credibility and improving the response
rate.
Because the total population of students who had participated in an
internship a t the Alliance Schools was 218, the entire population was
surveyed. An argument could be made th at the target population is diverse
and representative of all university interns. This argument would allow
further generalization. For this study, however, the generalizations were
relegated to the surveyed population.
The average age of the respondent was 40.7. Seventy-three of the 141 or
51.8% of the respondents were over forty years old. The information revealed
th a t the respondents had an average of 17.67 years in education. Sixty-five
of the 141 had 15 years or more years in education. Of the 141 respondents,
92 have some experience as an administrator. Fifteen of the 141 respondents
have had more th an 5 years in administration. Seventy-two of the 141
respondents completed the internship since the 1991-1992 school year.
Eighty-five of the 141 respondents revealed additional field experiences
other than the internship. Fifty-four of the 141 respondents indicated th a t
the internship was the only field experience th at they had encountered
during the principal preparation program. Fifty-one of the 141 interns
indicated an internship less th at one year. Eight of the interns indicated an
internship less th an one semester. Eighty-three of the 141 interns indicated
*

little structure or design of the internship by the university. Fifty-seven of
the 141 respondents indicated that the internship was structured by the
university.
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Fifty-six of the respondents were white male while 72 of the respondents
were white females. Seven males and six females reported th a t they were not
white.
Thirty-five of the respondents had an education level above the masters
degree. One hundred three respondents held a m asters degree.

Responses
After reviewing various options and considering other stakeholders, the
selection of the population was made The three major stakeholders were the
professors of educational leadership, the mentor principals, and the interns.
The interns were selected because theirs is a unique perspective. The former
interns usually provide information about the overall value of an internship
and few research projects gave opportunity for the interns to identify and rate
skills and knowledge. Most of the information requested from interns was
devoted to their "likes or dislikes" not the learning of specific skills. Little
information existed concerning the ratings of skills and knowledge of this
im portant stakeholder. Ivan Muse, Departm ent of Educational Leadership,
Brigham Young University; Wayne Womer, Division of Administration and
Educational Services, Virginia Polytechnic University; Bob Stakenas, College
of Education, The Florida State University; and Charles Burkett,
Departm ent of Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis, E ast Tennessee
State University provided names and addresses of the former interns. The
list contained 102 students from Brigham Young University; 34 from Virginia
Polytechnic University; 46 from The Florida State University; and 36 from
E ast Tennessee State University. A total population of 218 interns was
identified and surveyed. Seventy-six interns who represented East
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Tennessee State University and Virginia Polytechnic Institute were surveyed
first. Thirty-four were from Virginia Polytechnic and 42 were from E ast
Tennessee State. Several of these surveys were returned because the
addresses were incorrect. This accounts for the discrepancy in initial counts
and the final counts. If a survey was returned, the survey was not counted in
determining the percent of return. Twenty-three respondents represented
E ast Tennessee State and 19 represented Virginia Polytechnic. After two
weeks, 42 of the 76 had responded representing 56,26% of this initial
mailing.
On January 18,1994, Ivan Muse sent a complete list of 113 students
who had graduated from Brigham Young University and had served an
internship. The information was entered and the surveys were mailed on
January 18. Bob Stakenas of Florida State University indicated difficulty in
developing the list. On January 31, names and addresses for 31 former
interns arrived from Florida State, and the surveys were mailed on February
1,1994.
In order to attem pt to get a better response, a "drawing" for a VCR to be
placed a t the winner's school was offered to create interest and to express
appreciation. To allow everyone to have an equal opportunity for the
incentive, records were kept as to the lapsed time between the mailing and
the receiving of the responses. The first responses were counted by the time
between the "send" date and the "received" date. Regardless of the actual
calendar date, each respondent could become eligible for the drawing simply
by having a good response time.
After the first two weeks, 55% of the original survey was returned and a
second mailing was initiated on January 25,1994. Five of the original
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surveys were returned to the sender because of improper addresses. An
attem pt was made to find the appropriate addresses and to send the surveys
to the respondents.
Table 2 reflects the return rate by each university. Brigham Young
reported th e greatest number of responses with 64 of the 102 responding
after two mailings. This represented 62.7% of the target group of Brigham
Young University. E ast Tennessee State interns returned 29 of the 36 after
two mailings which represented 80.6% of the target group a t E ast Tennessee
State University. Florida State interns responded with 17 of 46 for 36.95% of
the targeted population. Virginia Polytechnic responded at 91.1% with 31 or
the 34 responding.

Table 2
The Count and Percentages of the Survey Responses Bv University
Received

Mailed

Percentages

Brigham Young

64

102

62.7

E ast Tennessee State

29

36

80.6

Florida State

17

46

36.9

Virginia Polytechnic

31

34

91.1

141

218

64.6

University

Total

Data Analysis

Research Questions
The research questions focus on the information obtained directly from
the survey instrum ent and require primarily descriptive statistics to answer,
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There were eight research questions. The answers to the questions were
usually obtained by a comparison of means. The comparison of means was
possible because adjustments made the means comparable. If the construct
was developed using four items needed to be compared to a construct using
three items, the four item construct was multiplied by .75. The item, domain,
and theme continuum is presented to allow comparisons and a ranking of
values perceived by the respondents.

Research Question I:
Which specific skills and knowledge were best learned during the
adm inistrative internship?
The internship was valued as a component of the principal preparation
programs. The value of the internship was established by testimonials of
former interns. The answer to this research question attem pted to reveal
more than the interns' overall reflective opinion of the internship.
Identification of specific skills th at are best learned during the internship
was the overall goal of this research. Descriptive analysis of the collected
data revealed a continuum of means th at illustrated the perceived degrees of
knowledge acquired during the internship. Table 3 indicated the instrum ent
item number listed in the order th at appeared on the survey, the mean, and
the item or indicator as it appeared on the survey. The rather high value
given to the items tended to verify the indicators and the domains of
competency as indicated by the National Policy Board for Educational
Administration.
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Table 3
Item Numbers. Item Means Derived From the Responses on a Graduated
Five Point Likert-Like Scale . and the Actual Item or Indicator as it Appeared
on the Survey
Item

Mean

Actual Item as it Appeared on the Survey

Number
1

3.49

• assisting others to form reasoned opinions about
problems and issues
*

2

3.43

• initiating and reporting news through appropriate
channels

3

3.96

• ensuring th at priorities and goals are met

4

3.80

• framing problems

5

3.21

• differentiating between understandable language
and educational jargon

6

4.17

• gathering data, ideas, impressions, and "feelings’*
from a variety of sources

7

4.08

• analyzing problems in a systematic and logical
m anner

8

3.53

• controlling emotions

9

3.54

• making assignments

10

4.19

• making high quality and timely decisions

11

3.30

• developing an accountability system for resource use
and procurement
(table continues)
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12

Mean

Actual Item as it Appeared on the Survey

3.57

• designing positive learning experiences which
accommodate differences in learning styles and
abilities

13

4.06

• initiating and maintaining direction toward
accomplishment of tasks

14

3.68

• collecting information through multiple modalities

15

3.67

• articulating ideas and beliefs clearly, using proper
grammar and word choice.

16

3.43

• profiling the power structure to mobilize support or
resistance for particular policy proposals

17

3.51

• building intrinsic rewards into the organization
structure so th at all stakeholders are empowered

18

3.49

• improving teaching and learning by ensuring the use
of appropriate instructional methods based on
developmental needs of students

19

3.97

• identifying the critical elements of a problem

20

3.59

• relating policy initiatives to the welfare of students

21

2.82

• understanding and responding skillfully to news
media

22

3.91

• classifying and organizing information for use in
decision-making and monitoring
ftable continues)

Item

Mean

Actual Item as it Appeared on the Survey

Number
23

3.53

• involving the stakeholders in design, development,
and management of the curriculum

24

3.60

• making “in-flight” corrections when actual outcomes
begin to diverge from intended outcomes

25

3.45

• clarifying and interpreting school system curricula

26

4.00

• communicating clearly assigned responsibilities and
expectations

27

4.08

• considering alternative approaches

28

3.94

• initiating and planning change

29

3.94

• nurturing excellence in learning

30

3.41

• planning and following through with the staff on a
framework for instruction

31

3.72

• planning and scheduling work for best use of
resources

32

3.40

• providing services including student guidance,
counseling, and community support services

33

3.76

• setting priorities in the context of community, school
district, student, and staff needs

34

3.87

• reaching logical conclusions

36

3.40

• adjusting program priorities based on evaluation,
interpretation, and research
(table continues)
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Mean
Actual Item as it Appeared on the Survey
36

2.72

• designing and administering a m aterials and
equipment inventory system

37

3.99

• understanding the benefits of delegation

38

3.33

• adapting presentations for different audiences

39

3.98

• supporting others during the change process

40

2.54

• administering contracts

41

4.21

• dealing with others tactfully

42

3.52

• demonstrating an understanding of culture including
current social and economic issues related to
education

43

4.09

• collecting pertinent information about students, staff,
and the school environment

44

3.66

• making oral presentations which are clear and easy
to understand

45

4.17

• demonstrating mentoring, coaching, and conferencing
skills

46

3.54

• demonstrating knowledge of various philosophical
perspectives

47

3.89

• involving others in planning, initiating, and training
for professional development
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Mean

48

3.17

Actual Item as it Appeared on the Survey

• citing literature on staff development and effective
practices

49

3.52

• identifying relationships between public policy and
education

50

3.77

• identifying individual and group professional
development needs

51

3.70

• clarifying and restating questions

52

4.05

• modeling the vision and culture of the school

53

4.05

• securing feedback

54

3.65

• optimizing the use and maintenance of the physical
plant

55

3.89

• using technology to enhance and improve the
professionalism of written communications

56

4.09

• working within local rules, procedures, and directives

57

4.13

• acting in accordance with relevant policies

58

3.23

• recognizing global influences on students and society

59

4.21

• understanding the importance of strong writing skills

60

4.02

• acting in accordance with relevant rules

61

3.38

• relating programs to desired outcomes and
developing equivalent measures of competence
ftable continues)
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Item

Mean
Actual Item as it Appeared on the Survey
Num ber________________________________________________________
62

3.96

• supporting innovation and risk-taking

63

3.80

• recognizing and appreciating people w ith diverse
backgrounds and cultural influences

64

4.16

• planning and encouraging participation

66

3.68

• working with others to develop objectives for the
activities program

66

3.89

• working w ith others to produce w ritten m aterials

67

3.33

• reflecting and understanding the principles of

___________________ counseling___________________________________
Table 4 is a rearrangem ent of Table 3 with the item mean scores
presented in order from highest to lowest. The domain numbers and the
domain means were added in this table to provide information as to which of
the twenty-one domains the individual items belong. This arrangem ent
provided a graduated continuum of the specific skills learned during the
internship as perceived by the respondents, the domain represented, and
domain mean. The domain numbers correspond to the domain numbers and
the domain names in Tables 6 and 6.
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Table 4
Domain Means. Item Means. Item Numbers. Domain Numbers, and
Individual Survey Items Presented in a Graduated Order bv Item Mean From
Highest to Lowest

Domain

Item

Domain

Actual Item Appearing on Instrum ent

Mean

Mean Number

12.06

4.21

15

• dealing with others tactfully

11.98

4.21

17

• understanding the importance of strong writing
sldlls

11.59

4.19

4

• making high quality and timely decisions

11.76

4.17

2

• gathering data, ideas, impressions, and
M
feelings” from a variety of sources

11.25

4.17

11

• demonstrating mentoring, coaching, and
conferencing skills

12.17

4.16

14

* planning and encouraging participation

11.09

4.13

19

• acting in accordance with relevant policies

10.86

4.09

12

• collecting pertinent information about students,
staff, and the school environment

11.09

4.09

19

• working within local rules, procedures, and
directives

11.51

4.08

3

• analyzing problems in a systematic and logical
m anner

11.65

4.08

6

• considering alternative approaches

(table continues!
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Domain Item
Mean
11.75

Mean
4.06

Domain

Actual Item Appearing on Instrum ent

Number_____________________________ ______________
1

• initiating and maintaining direction toward
accomplishment of tasks

12.17

4.05

14

• modeling the vision and culture of the school

12.06

4.05

15

• securing feedback

11.09

4.02

19

* acting in accordance with relevant rules

11.52

4.00

7

• communicating clearly assigned responsibilities
and expectations

11.52

3.99

7

• understanding the benefits of delegation

11.65

3.98

6

• supporting others during the change process

11.51

3.97

3

• identifying the critical elements of a problem

12.17

3.96

14

• supporting innovation and risk-taking

11.18

3.95

5

• ensuring th a t priorities and goals are met

11.75

3.94

1

• initiating and planning change

11.00

3.94

8

• nurturing excellence in learning

11.76

3.91

2

• classifying and organizing information for use
in decision-making and monitoring

11,25

3.89

11

• involving others in planning, initiating, and
tr aining for professional development

11.98

3.89

17

• using technology to enhance and improve the
professionalism of w ritten communications

11.98

3.89

17

• working with others to produce w ritten
materials

*

11.59

3.87

4

• reaching logical conclusions
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Domain Item

Domain

Mean

Number____________________________________________

Mean

Actual Item Appearing on Instrum ent

11.51

3.80

3

• framing problems

12.06

3.80

15

• recognizing and appreciating people with
diverse backgrounds and cultural influences

11.25

3.77

11

• identifying individual and group professional
development needs

11.75

3.76

1

• setting priorities in the context of community,
school district, student, and staff needs

11.18

3.72

5

• planning and scheduling work for best use of
resources

10.77

3.70

16

• clarifying and restating questions

11.76

3.68

2

• collecting information through multiple
modalities

10.41

3.68

10

• working with others to develop objectives for
the activities program

10.77

3.67

16

• articulating ideas and beliefs clearly, using
proper gram m ar and word choice.

10.77

3.66

16

• making oral presentations which are clear and

9.67

3 65

13

easy to understand
* optimizing the use and maintenance of the
physical plant

11.65

3.60

6

• making “in-flight” corrections when actual
outcomes begin to diverge from intended
outcomes
(table continues!
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Domain Item
Mean
10.53

Domain

Actual Item Appearing on Instrum ent

Mean Number____________________________________________
3.59

20

• relating policy initiatives to the welfare of
students

11.00

3.57

8

• designing positive learning experiences which
accommodate differences in learning styles and
abilities

11.52

3.54

7

• making assignments

10.30

3.54

18

• demonstrating knowledge of various
philosophical perspectives

11.59

3.63

4

• controlling emotions

10.40

3.53

9

* involving the stakeholders in design,
development, and management of the
curriculum

10.30

3.52

18

• demonstrating an understanding of culture
including current social and economic issues
related to education

10.53

3.52

20

* identifying relationships between public policy
and education

11.18

3.51

5

• building intrinsic rewards into the organization
structure so th a t all stakeholders are
empowered

11.51

3.49

3

• assisting others to form reasoned opinions
about problems and issues
(table continues)
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Domain Item
Mean

11.00

Mean
3.49

Domain Actual Item Appearing on Instrum ent
Number_________________________________________ __
8

• improving teaching and learning by ensuring
the use of appropriate instructional methods
based on developmental needs of students

10.40

3.46

9

* clarifying and interpreting school system
curricula

9.46

3.43

21

• initiating and reporting news through
appropriate channels

10.53

3.43

20

• profiling the power structure to mobilize
support or resistance for particular policy
proposals

10.40

3.41

9

• planning and following through with the staff
on a framework for instruction

10.41

3.40

10

• providing services including student guidance,
counseling, and community support services

10.86

3.40

12

• adjusting program priorities based on
evaluation, interpretation, and research

10.86

3.38

12

• relating programs to desired outcomes and
developing equivalent measures of competence

10.77

3.33

16

• adapting presentations for different audiences

10.41

3.33

10

• reflecting & understanding the principles of
counseling

(table continues)
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Domain Item

Domain

Mean

Mean

Number

9.67

3.30

13

Actual Item Appearing on Instrum ent

• developing an accountability system for
resource use and procurement

10.30

3.23

18

• recognizing global influences on students and
society

9.45

3.21

21

• differentiating between understandable
language and educational jargon

11.25

3.17

11

• citing literature on staff development and
effective practices

9.45

2.82

21

• understanding and responding skillfully to
news media

9.67

2.72

13

• designing and administering a m aterials and
equipment inventory system

11.09

2.54

19

• administering contracts

Three or four indicators represented one domain. The indicators were
taken verbatim from the National Policy Board for Educational
Administration. The domain means in Table 5 are arranged in descending
order (from highest to lowest) to allow comparison. Rating the domains
indicated th at motivation and sensitivity were the highest ranked domains
with means of 12,17 and 12.06 respectively. The items which make up
motivation are planning and encouraging participation, supporting
innovation and risk-taking, and modeling the vision and culture of the
school. Items included in sensitivity are dealing with others tactfully,
securing feedback, recognizing and appreciating people with diverse
backgrounds and cultural influences.
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Table 5
Domain Number and Means In Order from Highest to Lowest bv Mean
Domain
Title

Number

Mean

Total Respondents

14

Motivation

12.17

141

15

Sensitivity

12.06

141

17

W ritten Expression

11.98

141

2

Information Collection

11.76

141

1

Leadership

11.75

141

6

Implementation

11.65

141

4

Judgment

11.59

141

7

Delegation

11.52

141

3

Problem Analysis

11.51

141

11

Staff Development

11.25

141

Oversight

11.18

141

Legal

11.09

141

Instruction

11.00

141

12

Measurement

10.86

141

16

Oral Expression

10.77

141

20

Political Influence

10.53

141

10

Guidance

10.41

141

Curriculum Design

10.40

141

18

Philosophy

10.30

141

13

Resource Allocation

9.67

141

21

Public Relations

9.45

141

6

19
8

9

Organizational
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Because the number of items used to represent each domain was not
consistent, the means were adjusted to allow comparison. The adjustm ent
was accomplished by multiplying the means of the domains containing four
items by .75 which gave an adjusted mean comparable to the means
containing only three indicators. Table 5 gives the adjusted means. The
domain names and numbers are listed in the definition section in Chapter 1
and the names and numbers are also listed in Table 5.
Table 6 indicates the four major themes represented by the domains.
The four themes were the functional, interpersonal, programmatic, and the
contextual. The means of the themes were constructed in the same way as
the domain means. Because the themes were comprised of different number
of domains, an adjusted mean had to be determined to allow comparison. The
respondents rated the functional theme the highest for development during
the internship. The domains of leadership, information collection, problem
analysis, judgment, organizational oversight, implementation, and delegation
made up the functional theme. The contextual theme was rated lowest
indicating th a t the domains making up this theme were rated lower by the
respondents. The domains making up the contextual theme were philosophy,
legal, political influence, and public relations. The respondents indicated
th at during their internships they learned more about leadership,
information collection, problem analysis, judgment, organizational oversight,
implementation, and delegation than they learned about philosophy, legal,
political influence, and public relations.
To answer the research question, Table 4 presented a graduated list of
items from the one with the highest rating, dealing with others tactfully, to
th e lowest, administering contracts. This continuum was separated into the
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constructs or domains and another graduated list of domains existed and
finally the domains are divided into the four major themes; functional,
programmatic, interpersonal, and contextual.

Table 6
The Four Themes* Means, the Adjusted Means. And The Domains Contained
in Each Theme Construction
Adjusted
Themes
Functional

Mean
80.96

Mean________________Domains___________
80.96

1. Leadership

.

2. Information Collection
3. Problem Analysis
4. Judgment
5. Organizational Oversight
6. Implementation
___________________________________________________ 7.

Programmatic

66.94

68.62

Delegation _____________________

8, Instruction
9. Curriculum Design
10. Guidance
11. Staff Development
12. Measurement
13. Resource Allocation

_______________ ;____________________________________ (table continues)
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Adjusted
Themes

Mean

Mean

Interpersonal

50.57

67.19

Domains
14. Motivation
15. Sensitivity
16. Oral Expression
17. W ritten Expression

Contextual

45.06

59.16

18. Philosophy
19. Legal
20. Political Influence
21. Public Relations

Research Question II:
Are the skills and knowledge experiences specifically designed by the
university or designed by the mentor?
The structure of the internship as perceived by the interns was reflected
in Table 7. Eighty-three respondents or 58.9% of the former interns viewed
th a t the internship was not structured by the university. Disaggregation
revealed th a t the independent schools were not significantly different in their
assessment of the internship's structure. Fifty-seven of the 141 total
respondents indicated th a t the internship was structured by the university.
The structure of the internship determined the Specific tasks or duties of the
interns during the internship.

Table 7
Structure of the Internship. Number of Respondents and Percentages Based
on Perceptions of Interns from the Entire Population

Structured by

Number of

Percent

Cum Percent

respondents
1. University

57

40.4

40*.4

83

68.9

99.3

1

.7

100.0

2. Mentor or
U nstructured
3. No Response

The structure of the internship was perceived similarly by the
respondents a t each of the universities. Of the 64 respondents from Brigham
Young, 66.3% of the respondents indicated th at the internship was structured
by the mentor or th a t it was relatively unstructured. Forty-two and two
tenths percent of the respondents indicated th at the university was
responsible for the structure of the internship. Table 8 indicates th a t 27 of
the 64 respondents from Brigham Young believed th at the internship was
structured by the university. Thirty-six of the 64 respondents indicated th at
the internship was relatively unstructured or structured by the mentor. One
Brigham Young intern did not respond to this question. This question was
not dichotomous on the survey. The respondents were given several different
responses. In the w ritten comments section, some of the interns responded
th at their internship was structured by both the university and the mentor.

Table 8
Structure of the Internship. Number of Respondents and Percentages Based
on Perceptions of Interne from Brigham Young University
Structured by

Number of

Percent

Cum Percent

27

42.2

42.2

Unstructured

36

66.3

98.4

3. No Response

1

1.6

100.0

respondents
1. University
2. Mentor or

Table 9 reflects the numbers of response and the percentages of the
respondents who believed the internship to be structured by the university,
structured by the mentorj or relatively unstructured. The three choices were
merged to form a dichotomous selection of university structured or structured
in another way other than by the university. In the recoding process, if the
respondent indicated th at the university had structured the experience a "1"
was entered. If the respondent indicated th a t the internship was structured
in any other way, a "2" was entered. Of the 29 respondents from E ast
.Tennessee State, 56.3% believed the internship was not structured by the
university. Ten of 19 or 34.5% believed th a t the internship was structured by
the university. All 29 former interns from E ast Tennessee State University
responded to this question.

Table 9
Structure of the Internship. Number of Respondents and Percentages Based
on Perceptions of Interns from East Tennessee State University

Structured by

Number of

Percent

Cum Percent

10

34.5

34.5

19

56.3

100.0

—

100.0

respondents
1. University
2. Mentor or
Unstructured
3. No Response

—

In Table 10, three respondents from Florida State indicated th a t
they believed th a t the internship was structured by the university and
14 believed th a t the internship was structured in another way. Of the
total of 17 respondents 17.6% believed th a t the university was
responsible for structuring the internship. Because there was only one
mainling to this university, the return was low. Any generalizing is
unwise when looking a t so few responses. Bias is also possible with so
few responses. The respondents who did respond were representative
of a particular group who perhaps had negative feeling regarding the
internship and wanted to respond quickly and let someone know how
they felt. The ones failing to respond could have made a difference in
the findings.

Table 10
Structure of the Internship. Number of Respondents and Percentages Based
on Perceptions of Interns from Florida State University

Responses

Number of

Percent

Cum Percent

3

17.6

17.6

14

82.4

100.0

—

—

100.0

respondents
1. University
2. Mentor or
Unstructured
3. No Response

Table 11 verifies th at seventeen of the Interns from Virginia Polytechnic
which made up 54.8% of their population indicated th at they believed th at
the internship was structured by the university. Fourteen or 45.2% of this
group indicated th at the internship was structured in another fashion. No
one from Virginia Polytechnic University failed to respond to this item.
There was more evidence of the university involvement in this table because
of the nuber of respondents who indicated th at the university professors were
involved in the structure of the internship.
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Table 11
Structure of the Internship. Number of Respondents and Percentages Based
on Perceptions of Interns fromVirginia Polytechnic University

Structured by

Number of

Percent

Cum Percent

___________________ respondents_____________
1.

University

17

54.8

54.8

2.

Mentor or

14

45.2

100.0

U nstructured
3.

No Response_________—_______________ -

100.0

Research Question III:
Does the prot^gd who completes the internship in Alliance Schools
perceive the internship as innovative or conservative?
The results of the total respondents and the results from each of the four
institutions indicated th a t the respondents feel th at the internships th at they
experienced were innovative. Eighty-three percent of respondents indicated
their internships as being innovative or designed to challenge the established
order.
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Table 12
Frequency and Percentages for Direction of the Internship
Frequency

Percent

Cum Percent

Conservative

20

14.2

14.2

Innovative

117

83.0

97.2

4

2.8

100.0

Conservative

7

10.9

10.9

Innovative

56

87.5

98.4

1

1.6

100.0

Conservative

6

17.2

17.2

Innovative

23

79,3

96.6

No Response

1

3.4

100.0

Conservative

6

35.3

35.3

Innovative

11

64.7

100.0

Conservative

2

6.5

6.5

Innovative

27

87.1

93,5

No Response

2

6.5

100.0

Responses
Total Respondents

No Response

Brigham Young

No Response

E ast Tennessee State

Florida State

Virginia Polytechnic
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Research Question IV:
Is the duration of the internship a factor as to what is perceived to be
learned?
In Table 13 the duration of time spent is displayed. Ninety of the 141
interns indicated one year or more representing 63.8% of the respondents.

Table 13
Length of the Internship. Count, and Percentages Bv_Total
Respondents and bv E ach Individual University
Responses

Frequency

Percent

Cum Percent

Less Than Yr.

51

36.2

36.2

One Yr. or More

90

63.8

100

Less Than Yr.

7

10.9

10.9

One Yr. or More

57

89.1

100.0

Less Than Yr.

26

89.7

89.7

One Yr. or More

3

10.3

100.0

Less Than Yr.

12

70.6

70.6

One Yr. or More

5

29.4

100.0

Total Respondents

Brigham Young

E ast Tennessee State

Florida State

(table continues)
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Responses

Frequency

Percent

Cum Percent

Less Than Yr.

6

19.4

19.4

One Yr. or More

25

80.6

100.0

Virginia Polytechnic

Brigham Young respondents indicated the longest internship with
89.1% reporting an internship of one year or more. E ast Tennessee
reported the largest number of responses indicating less than one year,
89.7%. In the hypotheses section, the results of the Kruskal-Wallis
test indicated th a t there was no significant difference in the ratings of
the respondents and the duration of the internship except in
curriculum design and judgment. The ratings were higher for these
domains if the interns experienced longer internships.

Research Question V:
Do the respondents rate any one of the four major themes higher than
any of the other themes included in the internship?
The four themes were the functional, interpersonal, programmatic, and
the contextual. Table 5 indicated the mean for the functional theme was
higher th a n the adjusted mean for any other theme. The respondents have
indicated th a t the functional theme was rated the highest. The functional
theme included leadership, information collection, problem analysis,
judgment, organizational oversight, implementation, and delegation.
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Research Question VI:
Are there different perceptions based on age, gender?
The age variable was made dichotomous by dividing the actual ages into
two groups, forty and under and over forty. This was accomplished by using
the recode feature in SPSS. The results of a Mann-Whitney U test indicated
no significant differences between the perceptions of the forty and under and
the over forty. There was no significant difference regarding the perceptions
of these two groups and their ratings of the four themes and the twenty-one
domains of competency. The results of the Mann-Whitney U test are in the
Hypotheses section of this chapter. There was ho significant difference in the
perceptions of men and in the perceptions of women. Table 14 was developed
to show the item means for those male and female respondents and for
respondents forty and younger and of those over forty.

Table 14
Item MeanB and Percentages of Respondents Forty and Under and for
Those_Who are Over Forty
Descriptor

Frequency

Cum Percent

Age
Forty and Under

68

48.2

Over Forty

73

51.8

Male

63

44.7

Female

78

55.3

141

100.0

Gender

Total

Research Question VII
Would interns identify the same skill and knowledge learned during the
internship no m atter which of the Alliance schools they happen to
attend?
The question generated the need to rank the means by the total
group and by each of the four universities. Table 15 ranked the total
population. Tables 16*19 are the rankings of the individual
universities. The bold table heading indicate the ordered column. The
compilation of Tables 15-19 resulted in a matrix, Table 20. Each of the
columns were ordered by the column head and allows visual
comparison.
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Table 15
Domains Arranged bv Mean from High to Low for Total Population
TOTAL

BYU

ETSU

FSU

VPI

M ean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Motivation

12.14

12.37

11.86

11.47

12.29

Sensitivity

12.03

12.05

12.10

11.00

12.48

W ritten Expression

11.95

12.16

11.86

11.00

12.13

Information Collection

11.74

11.87

11,62

10.71

12.16

Leadership

11.72

11.82

12,00

10.41

11.97

Implementation

11.62

11.97

11.28

11.00

11.58

Judgm ent

11.55

12.03

11.62

9.94

11.42

Delegation

11.50

11.94

11.48

10.65

11.13

Problem Analysis

11.49

11.79

11.43

10.28

11.59

Staff Development

11.22

11.18

11.64

10.10

11.54

Oversight

11.15

11.32

11.14

10.53

11.16

Legal

11.08

11.52

10.53

10.32

11.13

Instruction

11.01

11.23

10.86

9,47

11.55

Measure

10.86

10.73

10.72

10.06

11.71

Oral Expression

10.74

10.81

10.55

10.06

11.15

Political Influence

10.53

10.63

10.59

9.29

10.94

Curriculum Design

10.41

10.23

11.07

9.00

10.94

Guidance

10.36

10.65

10.00

9.76

10.45

10.29

10.47

9.93

9.76

10.58

Resource

9.64

9.82

9.28

9.00

9.97

Public Relations

9.45

9.66

9.38

8.47

9.65

Domain

Philosophical and
Cultural Values
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Table_16
Domains Arranged bv Mean from High to Low for BYU
TOTAL

BYU

ETSU

Motivation

12.14

12.37

11.86

11.47

12.29

W ritten Expression

11.95

12.16

11.86

11.00

12.13

Sensitivity

12.03

12.05

12,10

11.00

12.48

Judgm ent

11.55

12.03

11.62

9.94

11.42

Implementation

11.62

11.97

11.28

11.00

11.68

Delegation

11.50

11.94

11.48

10.65

11.13

Information Collection

11.74

11.87

11.62

10.71

12.16

Leadership

11.72

11.82

12.00

10.41

11.97

Problem Analysis

11.49

11.79

11.43

10.28

11.59

Legal

11.08

11.52

10.53

10.32

11.13

Oversight

11.15

11.32

11.14

10.53

11.16

Instruction

11.01

11.23

10.86

9.47

11.55

Staff Development

11.22

11.18

11.64

10.10

11.64

Oral Expression

10.74

10,81

10.55

10.06

11.15

Measure

10.86

10.73

10.72

10.06

11.71

Guidance

10.36

10.65

10.00

9.76

10.45

Political Influence

10.63

10.63

10.59

9.29

10.94

Cultural Values

10.29

10.47

9.93

9.76

10.58

Curriculum Design

10.41

10.23

11.07

9.00

10.94

Resource

9.64

9.82

9.28

9.00

9.97

Public Relations

9.45

9.66

9.38

8.47

9.65

Domain

FSU

VPI

Philosophical and
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Table 17
Domains Arranged bv Mean from High to Low for ETSU
Domain

TOTAL

BYU

ETSU

FSU

VPI

Mean

Mean

M ean

Mean

Mean

Sensitivity

12.03

12.05

12.10

11.00

12.48

Leadership

11.72

11.82

12.00

10.41

11.97

Motivation

12.14

12.37

11.86

11.47

12.29

W ritten Expression

11.95

12.16

11.86

11.00

12.13

Staff Development

11.22

11.18

11.64

10.10

11.54

Information Collection

11.74

11.87

11.62

10.71

12.16

Judgm ent

11.56

12.03

11.62

9.94

11.42

Delegation

11.50

11.94

11.48

10.65

11.13

Problem Analysis

11.49

11.79

11.43

10.28

11.59

Implementation

11.62

11,97

il.2 8

11.00

11.58

Oversight

11.15

11.32

11.14

10.53

11.16

Curriculum Design

10.41

10.23

11.07

9.00

10.94

Instruction

11.01

11.23

10.86

9.47

11.55

Measure

10.86

10.73

10.72

10.06

11.71

Political Influence

10.53

10.63

10.69

9.29

10.94

Oral Expression

10,74

10.81

10.55

10.06

11.15

Legal

11.08

11.52

10.53

10.32

11.13

Guidance

10.36

10.66

10,00

9.76

10.45

Cultural Values

10.29

10.47

9.93

9.76

10,58

Public Relations

9.45

9.66

9.38

8.47

9.65

Resource

9.64

9.82

9.28

9.00

9.97

Philosophical And
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Table 18
Domains Arranged bv Mean from High to Low for FSU
Total

BUY

ETSU

FSU

VT

Mean

Mean

Mean

M ean

Mean

Motivation

12.14

12.37

11.86

11.47

12.29

Sensitivity

12.03

12.05

12.10

11.00

12.48

W ritten Expression

11.95

12.16

11.86

11.00

12.13

Implementation

11.62

11.97

11.28

11.00

11.58

Information Collection

11.74

11.87

11.62

10.71

12.16

Delegation

11.50

11.94

11.48

10.65

11.13

Oversight

11.15

11,32

11.14

10.53

11.16

Leadership

11.72

11.82

12.00

10.41

11.97

Legal

11.08

11.52

10.53

10.32

11.13

Problem Analysis

11.49

11.79

11.43

10.28

11.59

Staff Development

11.22

11.18

11.64

10.10

11.54

Measure

10.86

10.73

10.72

10.06

11.71

Oral Expression

10.74

10.81

10.55

10.06

11,15

Judgm ent

11.55

12.03

11.62

9.94

11.42

Guidance

10.36

10.65

10,00

9.76

10.45

C ultural Values

10.29

10.47

9.93

9.76

10.58

Instruction

11.01

11.23

10.86

9.47

11.55

Political Influence

10.53

10.63

10.59

9.29

10.94

Curriculum Design

10.41

10.23

11.07

9.00

10.94

Resource

9.64

9.82

9.28

9.00

9.97

Public Relations

9.45

9.66

9.38

8.47

9.65

Domain

Philosophical and
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Table 19
Domains Arranged bv Mean from High to Low for VPI
Domain

Total

BYU

ETSU

FSU

V PI

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

M ean

Sensitivity

12.03

12.06

12.10

11.00

12.48

Motivation

12.14

12.37

11.86

11.47

12.29

Information Collection

11.74

11.87

11.62

10.71

12.16

W ritten Expression

11.95

12.16

11.86

11.00

12.13

Leadership

11.72

11.82

12,00

10.41

11.97

Measure

10.86

10.73

10.72

10.06

11,71

Problem Analysis

11.49

11.79

11.43

10.28

11.59

Implementation

11.62

11.97

11.28

11.00

11.58

Instruction

11.01

11.23

10.86

9.47

11.55

Staff Development

11.22

11.18

11.64

10.10

11.54

Judgm ent

11.55

12.03

11.62

9.94

11.42

Oversight

11.15

11.32

11.14

10.53

11.16

Oral Expression

10.74

10.81

10,55

10.06

11.15

Delegation

11.50

11.94

11.48

10.65

11.13

Legal

11.08

11.62

10.53

10.32

11,13

Political Influence

10.53

10.63

10.59

9.29

10.94

Curriculum Design

10.41

10.23 ■

11.07

9.00

10.94

Cultural Values

10.29

10.47

9.93

9.76

10.58

Guidance

10.36

10.65

10.00

9.76

10.45

Resource

9.64

9.82

9.28

9.00

9.97

Public Relations

9.45

9.66

9.38

8.47

9.65

Philosophical and
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Table 20
Domains Continuum. High to Low for Population and Universities
All
Motivation
Sensitivity

BYU
Motivation
Written
Expression
Sensitivity

W ritten
Expression
Information

Judgment

Leadership

Implement

Implement
Judgm ent

Delegation
Information

Delegation
Problem
Analysis
Staff
Development
Organization
Oversight
Legal

Leadership
Problem
Analysis
Legal

ETSU
Sensitivity
Leadership

FSU
Motivation
Sensitivity

VPI
Sensitivity
Motivation

Motivation

W ritten
Expression
Implement

Information

Written
Expression
Staff
Development
Information
Judgment
Delegation
Problem
Analysis
Implement

Organization Organization
Oversight
Oversight
Curriculum
Instruction
Design
Instruction
Instruction
Staff
Development
Measurement
Measurement Expression
Expression
Measurement Political
Expression
Guidance
Political
Curriculum
Legal
Political
Design
Values
Guidance
Guidance
Values
Values
Curriculum
Design
Resources
Public
Resources
Relations
Public
Public
Resources
Relations
Relations

Information

W ritten
Expression
Leadership

Delegation
Organization
Oversight
Leadership
Legal

Measurement
Problem
Analysis
Implement
Instruction

Problem
Analysis
Staff
Development
Measurement

Staff
Development
Judgment

Expression
Judgment
Guidance
Values
Instruction
Political
Curriculum
Design
Resources
Public
Relations

Organization
Oversight
Expression
Delegation
Legal
Political
Curriculum
Design
Values
Guidance
Resources
Public
Relations
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There were some individual differences in the ranking of the
various domains by the universities. After looking a t the differences,
the adjusted means for the four major themes were reviewed to see if
the universities were consistent in their ratings regarding the order of
the themes. Table 21 presented the order of the themes based on the
adjusted means. There was no difference in the order in which the
themes appeared. The themes and the order of appearance were the
functional, programmatic, interpersonal, and contextual. Functional
involved the operation of the school. This particular theme was
usually the hands on daily running of the school.
Table 21
Themes Ordered Bv Adjusted Means For Total Population And For
Each University Represented In The Population

Themes

Adjusted

Explanation of Grouping

Mean
Functional

80.96

Themes as represented by the

Programmatic

68.62

total group of respondents

Interpersonal

67.19

Contextual

69.16

Functional

83.09

Themes as perceived by the

Programmatic

69.40

respondents from Brigham Young

Interpersonal

68.15

University

Contextual

60.47 *
(table continues)
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Themes

Adjusted

Explanation of Grouping

Mean
Functional

80.57

Themes as perceived by the

Programmatic

67.72

respondents from E ast

Interpersonal

66.32

Tennessee State University

Contextual

57.80

Functional

73.51

Themes as perceived by the

Programmatic

62.43

respondents from Florida State

Interpersonal

62.25

University

Contextual

54.13

Functional

81.01

Themes as perceived by the

Programmatic

71.23

respondents from Virginia

Interpersonal

68.72

Polytechnic University

Contextual

60.48

Research Question VIII
Does the internship assist in the development of skills and activities
which reflect each of the domains of competency as identified by the
National Policy Board for Educational Administration?
H ie inflated indicator, domain, and theme scores indicate verification of
the National Policy Board's Domains of Competency. The scores being
relatively high indicated th a t the internship assisted in the development of
each of the domains of competency. When using a Likert-like instrum ent and
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giving the domains the verification of the National Policy Board, inflated
scores are expected. The value of these scores, however indicate th a t the
respondents accept and value the indicators, domains and means.

Hypothesis Testing
Determining relationships and differences was required to test the null
hypothesis. Nonparamentric testing was necessary because the data were
ordinal. The test used to determine the relationship was a correlation
coefficient for ordinal data, the Spearman Rho. The Pearson's R was run to
compare the results. Because there appears to be little difference in the
results, an argument could be made for considering the information obtained
from the likert-like scale to be interval. For testing the null hypotheses in
which a difference was being examined, The Mann-Whitney U or variations
were used. If the differences were to be determined in areas where more than
two grouping variables were being tested, the Kruskal-Wallis 1-Way Anova
was used. The Kruskal-Wallis was able to determine a difference existed.
Where the differences existed had to be determined by the Mann-Whitney U.

Null Hypothesis 1
There will be no significant relationship between the interns1ratings in
each of the four major themes described by the National Policy Board for
Educational Administration.
Both the Pearson's and Spearman Coefficients were run to test the null
hypothesis. The null hypothesis was rejected in each of the four cases tested
a t the .05 level of significance. Because the data were ordinal, the Spearman
Correlation Coefficients were used to reject the null hypothesis, The m atrix
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in Table 22 displayed a strong positive relationship between all of the
themes. The similarity between the themes verified the 21 domains and the
themes they combined to form.

Table 22
Correlation Coefficients for the Four Themes as Identified bv The
National Policy Board for Educational Administration Using Both the
Pearson's R and The Spearman's Rho
Functional

Programmatic Interpersonal Contextual

Pearson's Correlation Coefficients
Functional

1.0000

.7932*

.8427*

.8253*

.7619*

.8334*

Programmatic

.7932*

Interpersonal

.8427*

.7619*

Contextual

.8253*

.8334*

.8271*

.7687*

.8307*

.8082*

.7323*

.8319*

1.0000

1,0000

.8271*
1.0000

Spearman's Correlation Coefficients
Functional

1.0000

Programmatic

.7687*

Interpersonal

.8307*

.7323*

Contextual
*p< .05

.8082*

.8319*

1.0000

1.0000
.8150*

.8150*
1.0000

Null Hypothesis 2
There will be no significant difference in the overall rating regarding the
learning th at takes place during the internship of the interns who had a
variety of field experiences and those who had few field experiences.
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Using Mann-Whitney U at the .05 level of significances, the null
hypothesis was rejected for 14 of the 21 domains. The interns were asked if
the internship was their only field experience. Those who had more
opportunity for experiences in the field rated the value of the internship
higher than those who had only one field experience. The null hypothesis
was retained in seven domains.

Table 23
Mann-Whitnev U Probability Values for the NPBEA Domains
Indicating Differences Between Those with One Field Experience and
Those with a Variety of Experiences.
Domains

Themes
Functional

Programmatic

P

1. Leadership

.0579

2. Information Collection

.0256*

3, Problem Analysis

.0222*

4. Judgment

.0750

5. Organizational Oversight

.0161*

6. Implementation

.0841

7. Delegation

.0332*

8. Instruction

.1662

9. Curriculum Design

.1760

10. Guidance

.0010*

11. Staff Development

.1591

12. Measurement

.0293*

13. Resource Allocation

.0007*
(table continues)
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Themes

Domains
14. Motivation

.3274

15. Sensitivity

.0040*

16. Oral Expression

.0368*

17. W ritten Expression

.0108*

18. Philosophy

.0839*

19. Legal

.0087*

20. Political Influence

.0075*

21. Public Relations

.0110*

Interpersonal

Contextual

p

*p< .05

Null Hypothesis 3
There will be no significant difference in the perceived learning th a t
takes place during the internship of the interns who perceived the
internship's goal as conservation and those who perceived the
internship's goal as innovation.
Table 24 revealed th a t the null hypothesis was rejected in 19 of
the 21 domains tested. A significant difference was established in all
domains except judgment and delegation. A significant difference
occurred at the .05 level of significance in 19 domains. Those
respondents who rated the internship as innovative perceived their
learning during the internship as significantly higher in 19 or the 21
domains of competency than those who perceived their internship as
conservative.
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Table 24
Actual p Values For The Mann-Whitnev U With Indicators Of
Significance as A ppliedto the Interns Who Rated Their Experience as
Conservative and Those Who Rated Their Experience as Innovative

Domain

P

Domain

P

Leadership

.0021*

Measurement

.0001*

Information Collection

.0050*

Resource

.0410*

Problem Solving

.0037*

Motivation

.0017*

Judge

.0656

Sensitivity

.0050*

Oversight

.0012*

Oral Exp.

.011*

Implement

.0109*

W ritten Expression

.000*

Delegation

.0835

Philosophical And

.0056*

Cultural Values
Instruction

.0000*

Legal

.0008*

Curriculum

.0050*

Political Influences

.0046*

Guidance

.0134*

Public Relations

.0024*

Staff Development
*p< .05

.0054*

Those interns who perceived their internship as innovative believed th at
they learned significantly more during the internship in 19 areas than those
who believed the internship's goal was to simply preserve the status quo.
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Null Hypothesis 4 •
There will be no significant difference in the rating of the individual
items learned and interns having internships of one year or more and
those having internships

leBS

than one year.

The null hypothesis was rejected in five of the 67 cases tested using the
critical value of .05. The five items are reflected in Table 25.

Table 25
Item Numbers, n Values, and Items as they Appeared on the Survey
For the Internship Divided into Two Segments of Less than One Year
and One Yea r or More
Item

P

5

.0276*

Item as it Appeared on the Survey
• differentiating between understandable language and
*

educational jargon
39

.0450*

• supporting others during the change process

59

.0286*

• understanding the importance of strong writing skills

62

.0033*

• supporting innovation and risk-taking

67

.0218*

• reflecting and understanding the principles of
counseling

p< ,05

Null Hypothesis 5
There will be no significant difference between the domain ratings of the
interns in any of the Alliance Schools.
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Using the Kruskal-Wallis One-Way Anova, a significant difference a t the
.05 level of significance was detected in two domains, curriculum design and
judgment. Table 26 established the need for further investigation regarding
the significant difference. The fact th a t a significant difference existed, made
the use of Mann-Whitney U necessary to see specifically where the difference
existed.

Table 26

U niversity
Curriculum Design
Mean Rank

University

64.85

Brigham Young

83.34

East Tennessee State

55.35

Florida State

80.73

Virginia Polytechnic

Curriculum Design

Significance .0368*

Mean Rank

University

79.59

Brigham Young

72.29

E ast Tennessee State

42.85

Florida State

67.50

Virginia Polytechnic

Judgm ent

Significance .0097*
*p< .05
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After determining th at rejection of the null hypothesis was necessary for
curriculum design and judgment, Mann-Whitney U was run to determine
where the differences occurred between specific universities. There were six
combinations of universities which had to be run in order to cover all possible
combinations. In these two domains, differences between the responses of the
interns were significant. Table 27 shows th at the differences for curriculum
design occurred between the respondents from Brigham Young and Virginia
Polytechnic, E ast Tennessee State and Florida State, E ast Tennessee State
and Virginia Polytechnic, Florida State and Virginia Polytechnic. Virginia
Polytechnic respondents rated the learning in curriculum design significantly
greater than Florida State respondents and Brigham Young respondents.
E ast Tennessee State respondents rated their learning in curriculum design
as significantly greater than the respondents from Florida State.

Table 27
Mann-Whitnev U for Curriculum Design for Specific University
Combinations
Mean Rank_______________University_________________ p________

43.45

Brigham Young

54.84

E ast Tennessee State

42.33

Brigham Young

36.00

Florida State

.0571

.3194
ftable continues)
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Mean Rank_______________University_________________ j>
44.08

Brigham Young

56.10

Virginia Polytechnic

26.62

E ast Tennessee State

18.18

Florida State

31.88

E ast Tennessee State

29.21

Virginia Polytechnic

19.18

Florida State

27.42

Virginia Polytechnic

.0440*

.0381*

.5495

.0483*

*p< .05

Table 28 was developed to show the differences between the universities
for judgment. The differences for judgment occurred between the
respondents from Brigham Young and Florida State, and E ast Tennessee
State and Florida State. A significant difference was detected a t the .05 level
of significance. Brigham Young and E ast Tennessee State respondents rated
their learning during the internship significantly higher than the
respondents from Florida State.
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Table 28
Mann-Whitnev U for J u dgment for Specific University Combinations
Mean Rank

University

48.51

Brigham Young

43.67

E ast Tennessee State

45.31

Brigham Young

24.76

Florida State

50.77

Brigham Young

42.29

Virginia Polytechnic

26.79

East Tennessee State

17.88

Florida State

31.83

E ast Tennessee State

29.26

Virginia Polytechnic

18.21

Florida State

27.96

Virginia Polytechnic

P

.4184

.0012*

.1545

.0282*

.5622

.0191*

*p< .05

Null Hypothesis 6
There will be no significant difference between the rating of former
interns who have completed the internship in the last two years.
There was no significant difference found for those respondents
who completed the internship prior to 1992. The Mann-Whitney U was
administered for interns who had completed the internship prior to

1992 and those who had completed their internship since 1992. At the
.05 level of significance, the null hypothesis could not be rejected for
any of the 21 domains. When completed, the internship had no real
effect on the respondents as far as their perceptions of what was
learned during the internship.

Table 29
Mann-Whitnev U for 21 Domains bv Respondents Who Completed the
Internship In the Last Two Years and Those Who Completed the Internship
Earlier
Domain_____________ g____________ Domain_____________£
Leadership

.4577

Measurement

.9602

Information Collection

.4646

Resource

.5880

Problem Solving

.5681

Motivation

.5892

Judge

.4148

Sensitivity

.3326

Oversight

.7096

Oral Expression

.8343

Implement

.6157

W ritten Expression

.0948

Delegation

.2666

Philosophical and
Cultural Values

.9289

Instruction

.7318

Legal

.5226

Curriculum

.4964

Political Influences

.8843

Guidance

.2068

Public Relations

.3680

Staff Development
*p< .05

.1013
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Null Hypothesis 7
There will be no significant difference between the ratings of
respondents who are over forty years of age and the ratings of
respondents who are forty years of age and under.
The Mann-Whitney U was used to determine no significant difference
between the forty and under group and the over forty group in all of the
domains except in guidance. At the .05 level of significance, the null
hypothesis was retained for 20 of the 21 domains . F urther investigation of
the actual scores indicated th a t respondents over forty rated guidance
significantly higher than the forty and under group. The mean for guidance
in the over forty group was 10.904, while the mean for guidance in the forty
and under group was 9.88. Older respondents indicated a greater degree of
learning in reflecting and understanding the principles of counseling,
providing services including counseling and community support services, and
working with others to develop objectives for the activities program.

Table 30
Mann-Whitnev U for Domains bv Respondents Forty Years of Ace and Under
and Respondents Who Are Over Forty Years of Age
Domain

P

Domain

P

Leadership

.3298

Measurement

.2366

Information Collection

.5893

Resource

.1894

Problem Solving

.9752

Motivation

.1420

Judge

.9717

Sensitivity

.5893

Oversight

.2914

Oral Expression

.9636
(table continues)
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Domain_____________ g____________ Domain_____________£
Implement

.6363

W ritten Expression

Delegation

.1586

Philosophical And

.5952

Cultural Values

.3147

Instruction

.6777

Legal

.3405

Curriculum

.6102

Political Influences

.5258

Guidance

.0214*

Public Relations

.4088

Staff Development
p<,05

.1087

Null Hypothesis 8
There will be no significant difference between the ratings of male
respondents and female respondents.
The null hypothesis was not rejected. There was no significant
difference in the ratings of male and female respondents a t a .05 level of
significance.

Table 31
Mann-Whitnev U for Judgment for Specific University Combinations
Domain

P

Domain

P

Leadership

.7026

Measurement

.1021

Information Collection

.8620

Resource

.0653

Problem Solving

.4266

Motivation

.5446

Judge

.2247

Sensitivity

.9766

Oversight

.8164

Oral Expression

.

.9402
(table continues)
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Domain

Domain

P

P

Implement

.7109

W ritten Expression

.6330

Delegation

.1219

Philosophical And

.4155

Cultural Values
Instruction

.1543

Legal

.5423

Curriculum

.7921

Political Influences

.4019

Guidance

.6657

Public Relations

.6735

Staff Development
p< .05

.3291

Null Hypothesis 9
There will be no significant differences between the ratings of white
respondents and the ratings of other respondents.
The null hypothesis was not rejected. There is no significant difference
denoted of the white and of the non-white respondents.

Table 32
Mann-Whitnev U bv Race for Curriculum Design
Mean Rank

Race

47.58

Non-white

73,38

White

P

.0286*
*p< .05
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There were 13 non-white respondents. Because so few non-white
respondents were in the population, any generalization would not be
advisable. There was a significant difference indicated in the white and non
white populations in curriculum design. The non-white respondents
indicated th a t they learned less during the internship about curriculum
design than did white respondents. The mean for the white respondents was
10.539 while the mean for the non-white respondents was 9.000 as reflected
in Table 33.

Table 33
Domain Means for White and Non-White Respondents
Domain ___

Non-White Mean

White Mean

1. Leadership

10.85

11.84

2. Information Collection

11.08

11.83

3. Problem Analysis

11.13

11.54

4. Judgm ent

12.00

11.55

5. Organizational Oversight

10,92

11.20

6. Implementation

11.08

11.71

7. Delegation

11.15

11.56

8. Instruction

10.31

11.07

9.00

10.54

10. Guidance

10.85

10.37

11. Staff Development

10.21

11.36

12. Measurement

10.62

10.88

9. Curriculum Design*

13. Resource Allocation

9.62

9.68
(table continues)
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14. Motivation

11.31

12.26

15. Sensitivity

12.00

12.07

16. Oral Expression

10.67

10.78

17. W ritten Expression

11.62

12.02

IS. Philosophy

10.08

10.32

19. Legal

11.08

11.09

20. Political Influence

10.85

10.50

10.38

9.36

21. Public Relations
*p <.05

Null Hypothesis 10
There will be no significant differences between the ratings of
respondents with degrees greater than a masters degrees and the
ratings of respondents who have a m asters degree or less.
The null hypothesis was rejected in 12 of the 21 domains of competency. A
significant difference a t the .05 level of significance was detected in
information collection, staff development, problem solving, sensitivity,
judgment, w ritten expression, oversight, philosophical and cultural values
implement, legal, instruction, and political influences. Twelve of the twenty*
one domains are represented as demonstrated in Table 34. In each case
where the hypothesis was rejected, the respondents with the higher degree
scored the learning during the internship lowere than the respondents with
the lower degrees.
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Table 34
Mann-Whitnev Probability Scores for Respondents with a Masters Degree or
Less Compared to Those with Greater than a Masters Degree
Domain

Domain

P

P

Leadership

.0915

Measurement

.2359

Information

.0103*

Resource

.0657

Problem Solving

.0008*

Motivation

.2228

Judge

.0002*

Sensitivity

.0455*

Oversight

.0089*

Oral Expression

.1169

Implement

.0471*

W ritten Expression

.0409*

Delegation

.0735

Philosophical And Cultural

Instruction

.0441*

Values

.0287*

Curriculum

.0605

Legal

.0324*

Guidance

.1734

Political Influences

.0060*

Staff Development
*p<.05

.0130*

Public Relations

.0584
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CHAPTERS
Overview, Summary, Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, and
Implications

Overview
This chapter offers a summary of the study, conclusions, implications,
and recommendationsfor further research. The summary provides a review
of the problem, purpose of the study,.and the procedures; followed by the
findings, conclusions, implications and recommendations.

Summary
Many colleges and universities endorsed the internship as an acceptable
component for the preparation of principals without understanding the
specific types of knowledge and skills best learned through this format. The
internship was not new, nor was it a unique approach to training. The
internship was popular as a culminating experience. Interns considered the
internship to be one of the most important aspects of principal preparation.
Little information could be found to establish w hat specific skills were
developed. Surveying former interns gave an interesting view of the
importance of the internship and specifically w hat was gained.
Although the internship generated much support, there appeared to be
paradoxes in structure, length, and definition. An internship, sim ilar to an
apprenticeship, should develop the next generation of leaders who would
follow in the footsteps of our previous leaders, yet the interns viewed their
experience as being innovative, designed to challenge the status quo not to
conserve it.
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The literature indicated th at longer internships were desirable, yet for a
variety of reasons, internships were essentially unchanged as far as length is
concerned. A commonly accepted definition was illusive. The internship,
defined as a period of time spent practicing the profession or honing the skills
already learned, has taken on additional meanings. One definition indicated
the interns actually learn w hat a principal does not simply w hat is to be done
or should be done. The interns had skills prior to the internship and yet
there were other skills to be developed or improved. There were those who
believe the internship to be a period of time to develop a strong relationship
with the mentor. Still others wanted a variety of experiences at various
levels which did not permit the intern and mentor to develop a strong
relationship.
Well designed programs would allow this rather unstructured practice to
become a major p art of the delivery process in principal preparation if
agreement can be reached concerning structure, length, and definition.
Programs should be provided which require a variety of activities focusing on
the domains of competency as presented by the National Policy Board for
Educational Administration.
To identify specific skills and knowledge learned during this process
enables the intern and the mentor to work collaboratively to develop the
intern's personal strengths and areas for improvement. A better designed
individual program could be developed if the specific skills and knowledge
were identified and the internship were structured based on individual needs.
Reviewing the literature exposed the need for an inductive knowledge
base. The amount of research was abundant in the area of effectiveness, the
internship, and principal preparation. There was little research in the area
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of the development of specific skills using the internship as a method of
delivery. The review of the literature indicated a preference for using
application as a method of instruction, but ignored specific areas of
competency th at internships should possess. Identifying specific skills and
knowledge th at were best learned during the internship helped in designing
better internships. While designing better internships is certainly an
objective to the research, another important aspect of the research relates to
the other end of the spectrum or the areas identified by the National Policy
Board for Educational Administration, but not perceived to be learned during
the internship. Where specific skills are learned or enhanced became an area
of concern. Close examination assisted in determining w hat would be
included in principal preparation, but not necessarily included during the
internship. Communicating with the media or administering contracts were
rated veiy low. The internship might not be the best place to develop these
skills. Professors should examine and restructure programs to include
simulations and other experiential opportunities during the principal
preparation program for areas th a t are indeed necessary for the effective
principal, but may not be adequately developed during the internship.
In this study, a survey was designed to collect the perceptions of
graduates in Alliance Schools regarding their personal experiences during the
internship. The answers to the questions and the results of the hypotheses
testing provided information about principal preparation programs
containing an internship as a component of the program. Although not
specifically identified or defined, the internship was considered to be similar
in each of the four schools. The information gained from the responses and
the general comments of the respondents indicated th at the internships were
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different. Several respondents revealed th a t they were able to gain
internship credit by a variety of means including program development,
working in their home school, and other non-traditional ways. While the
practice is innovative, theBe alternatives may or may not give the intern the
variety and the breadth needed to develop the potential principal in the
domains as established by the National Policy Board for Educational
Administration. The question then becomes one of deciding if in fact
attem pting to develop those identified skills should be the focus of the
internship.
The purpose of this study was to identify the specific skills and
knowledge for effective principals best learned during the internship
component of an experiential principal preparation program. The
information gathered and the results of this study gave valuable information
for those responsible for designing effective components of the principal
preparation programs.
The former interns gave elevated responses for the domains of
competency which confirmed the importance of the twenty-one domains of
competency as outlined by the National Policy Board For Educational
Administration. There is abundant research in the area of school
effectiveness, internships, and principal preparation in general. Research is
scant in developing specific skills during the internship.
Results of the survey added to the knowledge base. The papulation was
provided by the professors of Educational Leadership in the Alliance Schools
(East Tennessee State University, Brigham Young University, The Florida
State University, and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University).
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The information collected was to assist higher education professors merge
two major aspects of principal preparation, theory and application.
The instrum ent allowed the respondent the opportunity to reflect on
his/her own experiences and report the degree of development which took
place during the internship. An instrum ent was designed and piloted using
the indicators expressed by the NFBEA which serves to answer the proposed
questions. The major questions of this research were answered with
descriptive statistics. The major finding was a continuum clearly indicating
the item, domain, and theme value as perceived by the respondent.
The use of SPSS for the Macintosh and File Maker Pro were used to
analyze, collect, and organize data. File Maker Fro program enabled the
recall of information and observation of changes without major modifications.
This program was flexible enough to allow for different configurations and
different arrangements. Many decisions were made only after looking a t the
data in a variety of different ways.

Maior Findings
The mqjor findings are best established by looking a t the research
questions and the hypotheses. Although the findings are relatively specific,
much more needs to be done to answer other questions which could have a
major impact on principal preparation. Several of the implications and
unanswered questions have emerged in these findings.

Research Questions and Findings
The research questions were general and required descriptive statistics
to find answers. The research questions helped establish the major
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hypotheses for the research. After investigating the means and the
percentages, the need for more information became evident. The information
gathered included demographic information which was used to set up
different groups to test null hypotheses. The information collected and the
findings set the stage for additional research.

Research Question I
Which specific skills and knowledge are best learned during the
administrative internship?
The internship is a valued component of the principal preparation
programs. The value of the internship is usually reflected by the former
interns. This study and this particular question attem pts to find more than
the interns overall reflective opinion of the internship. This study attem pts
to find the specific skills th a t are best learned during one particular
component of principal preparation, the internship. Descriptive analysis of
the collected data revealed a continuum of means th a t illustrates the
acquisition of knowledge of each item as perceived by the respondents. Using
the continuum, the value placed on specific items by the respondents was
observable. The domain numbers and the domain means provided
information as to which of the twenty-one domains the individual items
belong. This arrangem ent provides a graduated continuum of the specific
skillB learned during the internship as perceived by the respondents, the
domain represented, and domain mean. •
Table 6 indicates the four mqjor themes represented by the domains.
The four themes are the functional, programmatic, interpersonal, and the
contextual. The respondents rated the functional theme the highest for
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development during the internship. The domains of leadership, information
collection, problem analysis, judgment, organizational oversight,
implementation, and delegation make up the functional theme. The
contextual theme was rated lowest indicating philosophy, legal, political
influence, and public relations are areas th a t need to be developed during the
internship or during other components of the preparation program. The
respondents indicated th a t during their internships they learned more about
leadership, information collection, problem analysis, judgment,
organizational oversight, implementation, and delegation than they learned
about philosophy, legal, political influence, and public relations.

Research Question II
Are the skills and knowledge experiences specifically designed by the
university?
The structure of the internship as perceived by the interns was reflected
in Table 7. The data in the table indicated th a t sixty-one respondents or
59.2% of the former interns viewed th at the internship was not structured by
the university. Disaggregation revealed th a t the independent schools were
not significantly different in their assessment of the internship structure.
This information was not an indictment of the universities but affirmation of
the mentors. It is important in th a t if the structure of the internships were
perceived to be the mentor's responsibility, mentors need direction in order to
structure an internship which will be beneficial to each intern. Although
most universities offer some training for mentors, this statistic reinforced the
need to provide training for prospective mentors. This training of mentors
and mentoring in general would be another research topic altogether.
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Structure for the individual m ust not be confused with the lack of
flexibility within the program. Giving interns specific agendas and tasks
would not prevent the opportunity to cease the teachable moment. During an
internship, both the intern and the mentor needed to be able to use the
spontaneity of the unexpected as opportunities for learning.

Research Question III
Does the prot£g£ who completes the internship in Alliance Schools
perceive the internship as innovative or conservative?
The results of the total respondents and the results from each of the four
institutions indicated th a t the respondents felt th a t the internships th a t they
experienced were innovative. Eighty-three percent of respondents indicated
their internships were innovative or designed to challenge the established
order.

Research Question IV
Is the duration of the internship a factor as to w hat is perceived to be
learned?
The duration of time spent during the internship had no real impact on
the respondents as to w hat was being learned during the internship. No
m atter the amount of time spent, the 67 indicators and the 21 domains
m aintain a similar order. This indication does not mean th a t the am ount of
time spent during an internship was not a factor in the preparation of
principals. This finding simply means th at all those who experience an
internship rate the learning similarly. The order of perceived learning
remained the essentially the same.
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Research Question V
Do the raters present any one of the four major themes as a significant
area to be included in the internship?
The four themes are the functional, programmatic, interpersonal, and
the contextual. The functional theme means are higher th an the adjusted
mean for any other theme. The respondents indicated th at the functional
theme was rated the highest. The functional theme included leadership,
information collection, problem analysis, judgment, organizational oversight,
implementation, and delegation. The focus on the functional theme was
clear. Internships focused on the operational dimension. This information
gave rise to the idea th a t emphasis to the visionazy dimension was not
addressed during the internship.

Research Question VI
Are there different perceptions based on age and gender?
There was no significant difference regarding the perceptions of
respondents based on age. The results of the Mann Whitney U test indicated
no significant difference at the .05 level of significance. The same is true
when testing the null hypothesis to determine if a significance difference
existed between perceptions of men and women; none existed.

Research Question VII
Would interns identify the same skill and knowledge learned during the
internship no m atter which of the Alliance schools they happen to
attend?
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The matrix, Table 20 was designed to allow comparison of the four
schools represented in the Alliance. The results indicated little differences in
ratings. There was basic agreement in all areas.

Research Question VIII
Does the internship assist in the development of skills and activities
which reflect each of the domains of competency as identified by the
National Policy Board for Educational Administration?
The inflated scores indicate verification of the National Policy Board's
Domains of Competency. The scores being relatively high indicated th a t the
internship assisted in the development of each of the domains of competency.
Although the research indicated development, there were factors which were
uncontrolled. Most of the information regarding this particular question is
purely speculative and should not be given much credence.

Hypotheses Findings
Ten hypotheses were formed. Inferential statistics were used to test the
hypotheses. Three tests were used to test the null hypotheses. The
Spearman Rho, the Mann-Whitney U, and the Kruskal-Wallis One-Way
ANOVA.

Null Hypothesis 1
There will be no significant relationship between the interns1ratings
between each of the four major themes described by the National Policy
Board for Educational Administration.
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The null hypothesis was rejected. A correlation m atrix revealed a strong
relationship between the four major themes as identified by the National
Policy Board for Educational Administration. Pearson's R and Spearman
Kho were both run to determine if the ordinal data received would generate
similar results using Pearson's R. A strong positive correlation was
determined. Spearman Rho was used and the results were obtained using
ordinal data, but the relationship described in the test of this hypothesis
would not change using Pearson's R.

Null Hypothesis 2
There will be no significant difference in the perceived learning th a t
takes place during the internship of the interns who had a variety of
field experiences and those who had the internship as their only field
based experience.
The results of the Mann-Whitney U test indicated in 14 of the 21
domains the null hypothesis were rejected . There is a significant difference
between the two groups. The group with more field based experiences rated
the learning during the internship greater than the interns w ith only one
field based experience, the internship. By observing the actual means of the
two groups, the implications of these results would indicate th a t principal
preparation programs should contain a variety of experiential components.
The respondents who had a variety of field experiences indicated greater
growth during the internship than those who indicated the internship as
their only field based experience. The implications of these results indicate
th a t most gain is reported if the interns had previous field experiences.
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Null Hypothesis 3
There will be no significant difference in the perceived learning th at
takes place during the internship of the interns who perceived the
internship's goal as conservation and those who perceived the
internship's goal as innovation.
The results of the Mann-Whitney U indicated the rejection of the null
hypotheses in 19 of the 21 domains tested. Interns who viewed the
internship as innovative also believed th a t they learned more during the
internship than those who viewed the internship as conservative. The
perceptions of the respondents indicated th a t most believed th a t their
internship was innovative.

Null Hypothesis 4
There will be no significant difference in the rating of the individual
items learned and interns having internships of one year or more and those
having internships less than one year.
The results of the Mann-Whitney U at the .06 level of significance
enabled the null hypothesis to be rejected in five cases. The item were as
follows:
• differentiating between understandable language and
educational jargon
• supporting others during the change process
• understanding the importance of strong writing skills
• supporting innovation and risk-taking
• reflecting and understanding the principles of
counseling
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The significant aspect failing to reject the hypothesis in 62 of the 67
tests was not the five items found but the 62 times the hypothesis could not
be rejected. Regardless of the time spent, interns rated the items the same as
to w hat is best learned during the internship. The length of tim e spent as an
intern did not impact the perceived order of learning which took place during
th a t format. This result could be misunderstood to imply th at the internship
of any length would be as productive. The value of the duration of the
internship was not tested. The order or value of the learning experiences
was.

Null Hypothesis 5
There will be no significant difference between the domain ratings of the
interns in any of the Alliance Schools.
Using the Kruskal-Wallis One-Way Anova, the hypothesis was rejected
for curriculum design and judgment a t the .06 level of significance. There is
a significant difference in those two areas but the difference between the
specific schools could not be detected using only the Kruskal-Wallis. F urther
analysis using the Mann-Whitney U detected where the differences actually
existed. Because there were four universities being studied, six separate
applications were necessary to include all possibilities. The differences were
detected when the Florida State University was paired with any of the three
remaining universities. The Florida State University had only seventeen
responses in the sample and further comparison is not valid. The responses
indicated th a t the interns from the Florida State University did not rate their
experiences with judgment as high as the respondents representing the other
three universities.
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The domain of Curriculum Design presented differences between
Brigham Young and Virginia Tech, E ast Tennessee and Florida State, and
Florida State and Virginia Tech. Virginia Tech interns rated the curriculum
design indicator significantly higher than the interns from Florida State and
Brigham Young. E ast Tennessee State interns rated curriculum design
indicators significantly higher than the Florida State interns.

Null Hypothesis 6
There will be no significant difference between the rating of former
interns who have completed the internship in the last two years.
There is no significant difference at the .05 level of significance found for
those respondents who completed the internship prior to 1992 and those who
completed the internship after 1992. The perceived learning as reported by
the interns has not changed much in the last couple of years.

Null Hypothesis 7
There will be no significant difference between the ratings of
respondents who are over forty years of age and the ratings of
respondents who are forty years of age and under.
The Mann-Whitney U at the .05 level of significance indicated no
significant difference between the forty and under group and the over forty
group in all of the domains except in guidance. The younger interns did not
ra te guidance as high as the older interns.

Null Hypothesis 8
There will be no significant difference between the ratings of male
respondents and female respondents.
There was no significant difference in the ratings of male and female
respondents a t a .05 level of significance. Males and females responded
similarly.

Null Hypothesis 9
There will be no significant differences between the ratings of white
respondents and the ratings of other respondents.
There were 13 respondents were not white. The non-white respondents
indicated th a t they learned significantly less during the internship about
curriculum design than did white respondents.

Null Hypothesis 10
There will be no significant differences between the ratings of
respondents with degrees greater than a masters degrees and the
ratings of respondents who have a m asters degree or less.
A significant difference a t the .05 level of significance was detected in
information collection, staff development, problem solving, sensitivity,
judgment, written expression, oversight, philosophical and cultural values
implement, legal, instruction, and political influences. Twelve of the twentyone domains indicated significant differences a t the .05 level of significance.
The respondents with the higher levels of education rated the learning lower
than the repondents with a lower degree.

Conclusions
After reviewing the findings of this study, the following conclusions were
drawn:
1. The learning perceived to take place during the internship was in the
operational dimension of principal performance and primarily represented
the functional theme which includes the domains of leadership, information
collection, problem analysis, judgment, organizational oversight,
implementation, and delegation.
2. The perceived value of the internship increases if interns believe that
the internship is structured by the university or well trained mentors who
have been trained by the university professors.
3. The respondents perceived their internships as being innovative, yet
little change is noted in the principalship.
4. The duration of an internship does not change the perceptions of the
learning. Longer internships do not alter the perceptions of degrees in which
skills and knowledge are learned during the internship process.
G. The current internships in Alliance Schools stress the functional
aspects of leadership.
6. Age and gender are not factors in predicting the learning which takes
place during the internships.
7. Most internships are predictable as to which skills and knowledge
can be learned during that component of the preparation program.
8. Although the internship is a powerful component of the principal
preparation program, it should not be the only component for training
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principals in the domains of competency as indicated by the National Policy
Board for Educational Administration.
9. Interns verified by their rating the National Polity Board's four
themes of leadership competency.
10. A variety of field experiences make the internship more valuable to
the intern.
11. An innovative program is perceived more positively than a
conservative program,
12. There is an indication th at additional time during the internship
impacted the perceptions of the respondents in the following areas:
• differentiating between understandable language and educational
jargon
• supporting others during the change process
• understanding the importance of strong writing skills
• supporting innovation and risk-taking
■ reflecting and understanding the principles of counseling
These items appear to reflect cultural issues. Perhaps addition time is
needed to become a p art of the culture. Before becoming a risk taker, an
intern m ust have developed tru st and understanding which takes time.
13. Internships and interns are similar regardless of the school they
attend.
14. The perceptions of the learning taking place during the internship in
Alliance Schools has not changed in the last two years.
15. The age of the intern is not a factor in the perceived learning.
16. Female and male respondents had similar ratings.
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17. In looking a t race, the most notable conclusion is th a t few non-white
interns are preparing for the principalship in Alliance Schools.
18. The interns with higher levels of education rated the learning th a t
takes place during the internship lower th an colleagues with lower degrees of
education.

Recommendations
1. Internships should be designed within the operational dimension of
leadership with emphasis on the functional theme including leadership,
information collection, problem analysis, judgment, organizational oversight,
implementation, and delegation.
2. University professors should be responsible for the structure of the
internship including mentor training.
3. Innovation should be the driving force behind internships with the
understanding th a t good mentors allow protdgds to become risk takers.
4. Development of lower rated items, domains, and themes should be
part of other components of the preparation programs or dramatic changes in
the internship should occur th a t will address these items better.
5 Race, gender, and age should not be factors in predicting the learning
or making task assignments during the internship.
6.

Internships should not be the only field experience in a principal

preparation program.
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7. Innovation is motivational. Interns should be allowed some flexibility
in job performance while maintaining a structure focusing on individual
strengths and areas for growth (an IEP approach).
8. Internships should include as many of the domains as possible and
should never be confined to only one area such as curriculum development.
There is nothing to indicate th at the internship m ust be a continuous
segment of time, but there are indications th a t the internship should include
a variety of experiences.
9. F urther research should be conducted to determine w hat impact
advanced degrees have on the perceptions of learning taking place during
internships.
10. Additional research should focus on the National Policy Board's
domains of competency and the impact on principal preparation.
11. A restructured internship should be considered which would include
more of the domains of competency as identified by the National Policy Board
for Educational Administration.

Implications
1. The visionary aspects of principal preparation are not p art of current
internships but should have a place in the principal preparation program or a
restructured internship.
2. The structure and length of the internship is usually determined by
its pupose. If the internship is for "add-on" certification, its structure is
different than the structure of an internship which is p art of a degree
requirement.
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3. Too many internships leave to chance the skill and knowledge
development th at should take place during the internship. Internships
should be structured for individuals by the university to include a variety of
experiences which address the skills and knowledge as outlined by the
National Policy Board.
4. To enable interns to become risk-takers, time becomes a factor. It is
im portant to stress th a t taking risks depends on tru st which takes time to
develop. Innovative internships are necessary for the perception of higher
learning, and time is necessary for developing tru st which is needed to
become a risk taker. For some of the areas of development, longer
internships are necessary.
6. The internship is only one aspect of principal preparation. While it is
perceived positively, it has limitations. Not all aspects of leadership should
be developed using this process alone.
6. Although not significant, there was a difference between the means of
women and men as far as the perceived learning in resource allocation is
concerned. Care should be taken not to stereotype based on gender, age, race,
etc.
7. The results regarding the variety of experiences is subject to
interpretation. Internships are defined differently and in some universities
are made up of a variety of experiences not prior to the internship but as part
of the internship. These subtle differences should be explored and a real
definintion of internship should be developed th a t would enable research to
be conducted without regard to the various meanings th a t these components
may have.
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The National Policy Board for Educational Administration
Indicators prior to the pilot
Functional
1 Leadership
•
•
•
•
•
•

assessing current school culture and value*
establishing the vision, the mission, and goals with Individuals and/or groups
initiating and maintaining direction toward accomplishment of tasks
initiating and planning change
integrating Ideas for task accomplishment
setting priorities In the context of community, school district, student, and staff needs

2 Information Collection
•
•
•
•
•
•

classifying and organizing Information for use in decision-making and monitoring
collecting information through multiple modalities
gathering data, Ideas, impressions, and “feelings" from a variety of sources
identifying the Information sources and strategies
managing data
seeking information and clarification about policies, rules, laws, practices

3 Problem Anoljsis
• assisting others to farm reasoned opinions about problems and Issues
• analyzing relevant Information
• exhibiting conceptual flexibility
• framing and refraining possible solutions
• framing problems
• identifying "missing” Information
• identifying possible causes,
• identifying the critical elements of a problem

4 Judgment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

collecting and Identifying the best available information
controlling emotions
making high quality and timely decisions
making morally responsible Judgments
reaching logical conclusions
undemanding the relationship to the 'big picture,"
using reflection to enhance decisions

5 Organizational Oversight
•
•
•
•
•
•

building intrinsic rewards into the organization structure so that all stakeholders are empowered
developing a pattern of participatory decision making, teamwork, and communication
ensuring that priorities and gods are met
initiating appropriate management techniques to implement short and long range plans
monitoring projects to meet deadlines
planning and scheduling work for best use of resources

6 Implementation
• adapting to new conditions
• applying management skills to action plans
• applying methods of organizational change such as collaboration, facilitation, progress check-points, and management control
functions
• considering alternative approaches
• making "in-flight” corrections when actual outcomes begin to diverge from Intended outcomes
• rewording progress
• supporting others during the change process
7 Delegation
• ■communicating clearly assigned responsibilities and expectations
• delegating responsibility for the timely and acceptable completion or the assignments
• making assignments
• providing clear authority to accomplish the assignments
• understanding the benefits of delegation
• willing to accept mistakes as pan of the learning experience
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Programmatic
8 Instructional Program
• designing positive learning experiences which accommodate differences in learning styles and abilities
• establishing a positive learning environment conducive to security and learning
• improving teaching and learning by ensuring the use of appropriate instructional methods based on developmental needs of
students os well os an assessment of the knowledge and skill base
• mobilizing shareholders in the process, as appropriate
• nurturing excellence In learning
• promoting Instructional and auxiliary programs

9 Curriculum Design
•
•
•
•
•
•

clarifying and Interpreting school system curricula
initiating needs analyses and adjusting curriculum content as needs and conditions change
Involving the stakeholders in design, development, and management o f the curriculum
monitoring social and technological developments and their Impact on curriculum and Instruction
planning and following through with the staff on a framework for Instruction
understanding current trends and developments in content fields

10 Student Guidance and Development
•
•
•
•

Integrating classroom and guidance activities,
knowing the array of services provided In the school and the community
offering leadership activities to students
providing a comprehensive program of student services that include student guidance, counseling, and community support
services
• recognizing developmental roots in students" behavior.
• reflecting Sl understanding the principles of counseling
• working with others to develop objectives for the activities program

11 Staff Development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

citing literature on staff development and effective practices
demonstrating mentoring, coaching, and conferencing skills
identifying individual and group professional development needs
involving others In planning, initiating, and training for professional development.
planning and organizing staff effectiveness training
supervising both Individuals and groups,
using evaluation techniques to investigate the effects of staff development.

12 Measurement and Evaluation
•
•
•
•
•
•

adjusting program priorities based on evaluation interpretation and research
collecting pertinent information about students, staff, and the school environment
comparing data outcomes to previously defined standards, goals, and priorities
explaining the relationship of assessment to improving student outcomes
explaining the relationship of school assessment to district, state, and national assessment
relating programs to desired outcomes and developing equivalent measures of competence

13 Resource Allocation
•
•
•
•
•

monitoring resources
optimizing the use and maintenance of the physical plant
planning and developing the school budget, involving others as appropriate
reporting results
securing, allocating, and adjusting resources

14 Motivating Others
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interpersonal

build consensus commitment to a course of action
coalesce and channel Individual and group energy
model the vision and culture of the school
plan and encourage participation
provide guidance or correction for performance which requires improvement
recognize and reward performance, serving as a coach/cheerleader
support innovation and risk-taking

15 Sensitivity
•
•
•
•
•
•

deal with others tactfully
manage conflict
perceive the needs and concerns of others
recognize and appreciate people with diverse backgrounds and cultural influences
secure feedback
work with others In emotionally stressful situations or in conflict

16 O ral Expression
• adapt presentations for different audiences
• clarifying and restating questions
• making oral presentations which are clear and easy to understand
• responding, reviewing, and using appropriate communicative aids
17 W ritten Expression
• expressing self clearly in writing which Is appropriate for difference audiences
• preparing brief memoranda and reports.
• producing documents which ore grammatically and technically correct
• understanding the importance of strong writing skills
• using technology to enhance and improve the professionalism of written communications
• working with others to produce written materials

Contextual
18 Philosophical and Cultural Values
• acting with a reasoned understanding of the role of education in a democratic society and in accord with accepted ethical
standards
• demonstrating an understanding of culture Including current social and economic issues related to education
• demonstrating knowledge of various philosophical perspectives
• recognizing global Influences on students and society
• recognizing philosophical and historical Influences In education
• understanding that reality Is socially constructed

19 Legal and Regulatory Applications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

acting in accordance with relevant laws
acting In accordance with relevant policies
acting in accordance with relevant rules
administering contracts
recognizing governmental influences on education
understanding the First. Fourth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the US. Constitution
working within local rules, procedures, and directives

20 Policy and Political Influences
•
•
•
•
•
•

assessing policy options in tight of their moral and ethical implications
identifying relationships between public policy and education
influencing policy individually and through groups
profiling the power structure to mobilize support or resistance for particular policy proposals
recognizing policy issues
relating policy initiatives to the welfare of students

21 Public and Media Relationships
•
•
•
•
•
•

developing common perceptions about school Issues
differentiating between understandable language and educational jargon
enlisting public participation
initiating and reporting news through appropriate channels
interacting with parent and community leaden
undemanding and responding skillfblly to news media
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------------------- E a s t T e n n e s s e e S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y ----------------------College of Education
Deputouat of Educational Ltadttthfp and Policy Analyita • Baa 70550 • Johnatm City, Teoneaaea 376I4-M550* (618) B2M415,4430

Hams.
Address.
City
Dear

__

NStagip

N am e

I would greatly appreciate your completing and returning the enclosed questionnaire
as soon as possible. As an educator for the past twenty-five years, I know the impact
th at these requests have on you and your job. As a principal of a high school, I was at
times annoyed, but I was also ever mindful of the importance of research to our
profession. Because I know the time involved in completing this request, I am offering
an Incentive that 1 believe you will appreciate. After I receive the first 100 returns, I
am going to "draw a nam e o u t of th e hat." If your name is drawn, I am going to
send you a new VCR to add to the inventory of your school. All that you have to do is
spend a few minutes to respond. I simply want you to know that I appreciate your
time and effort.
My dissertation is entitled The Internship: Developing specific Knowledge and
Skills As Identified by th e N ational Policy Board for Educational
A dm inistration. I am attempting to determine the impact of the internship as it
relates to the identified knowledge and skills developed by the National P o licy Board for
Educational Administration. You have been selected to assist in this research by your
former professor, Inrnf.
who has indicatea that you have graduated from I
after serving an internship in the Educational Leadership Department.
Complete and return the questionnaire as soon as possible and become eligible for the
drawing. If you do, I will be happy and you can add another VCR to your school's
inventory. All information will be kept confidential. After your response has been
received and the drawing is held, the envelope will be destroyed allowing anonymity.
Sincerely,

Dan Russell
Doctoral Student

3/24/94

9:21:03 AM iFmc
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Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis • Box 70550 • Johnson City, Tennessee
37614-40550* <616) 929-4415, 4430

Name__________________
City

ilfital (aj Z

Dear Nflnin

Please complete and mail this questionnaire as soon as possible. 1 know that you
have been very busy, but 1 need your help.
The questionnaire is a composite of various indicators which represent domains of
competency established by the National Polity Board for Educational Leadership.
Your assistance is greatly appreciated.
There 1b still time. Alter 1 receive the first 100 returns, I am going to "draw a nam e
o u t of th e hat." If your name is drawn, I am going to send you a new VCR to add to
the inventory of your school.
All that you have to do is spend a few minutes to respond.
The information will be kept confidential. T hank you!

J.

* z

3/24/94

*

9:21:51 AM
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The Internship
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION:
2. Number of yean in education

Please provide your currant age
3. Years as an administrator

4. Completed an internship in 19

5. Your gender Is:
male □ female □

6, Race:
white □

7. Current degree:
BS □
MA □
Ed.S. a
EcLD. a

8, The university that I attended:
Brigham Young □
East Tennessee State
Florida State
□
Virginia Polytechnic

Other.

other □
□
Q

THE INTERNSHIP:
1. The internship was (1) less than one semester □ (2) one full semesterO
(3) a full year □ divided
into Held segments (4) equal to one semester
□ (6) one full year
O (6) more than one yearQ
2. The internship was
(1) structured with specific activities designed by the university □
(2) structured by the mentor with specific activities □
(3) mostly unstructured □
3. The internship was (1) my only field experience D (2) one of several field experiences □
4. The goal of my internship was
(1) to preserve the status quo (conservation) □
(2) to challenge the established order (innovation) □
DIRECTIONS:
The skills and knowledge that you have acquired are a result of your combined experiences. The indicators of
competency and effectiveness as provided by The National Policy Board for Educational Administration are
listed. Indicate the degree (1-5) that the Internship assisted in developing your skills and knowledge to
effectively demonstrate the desired behavior. Other components of your preparation program including
coursework, simulations) shadowing, field components, and any experiences planned as a part of the preparation
rogram assist in developing your knowledge and skills. It Is difficult to separate where you have obtained
nowledge and specific skills. Simply reflect on these items and make an effort to decide to what degree the
internship provided the knowledge and skills which enable you to perform the indicators effectively. Together,
all of your experiences in and out of school help form your skills and knowledgo. You need only to focus on the
Internship.

E

EXAMPLE:

tunc me imrac a: ine imemwiiD or vour sjuiis ana juiowjmbc
1 n low
3 is hist
© • ®®®
• making assignments
• applying management I ffi® ® ® •
skills to action plans
|

A (1) is the lowest degree and a (S) is the highest degree,

(impact of the internship on your knowledge and skills)

71it iitiinuhlp htlptd mt with— finrrrt Indicator/ btlow)„„„„vtry UttU (D.— to__ very much ®
1 * assisting others to form reasoned
opinions about problems
and issues
3 • ensuring that priorities and goals
are met
5 * differentiating between
understandable language and
educational jargon
7 • analyzing problems In a
systematic and logical manner
9 • nrmktng fljurlgnmnnfai
11 • developing an accountability
system for resource use and
procurement

INTERNSHIP
©© ®© ®

2 • initiating and reporting news
through appropriate channels

INTERNSHIP
®® ®® ®

(D®®®®

4 • framing problems

©®®©®

© © ©©©

6 • gathering data, ideas, impressions © 0 ® © ®
and "feelings" from a variety of
sources
8 • controlling emotions
®® ® ® ®

© $® 0®
© 0 ®® ®

10 • making high quality and timely
decisions
12 • designing positive learning
experiences which accommodate
differences in learning styles and
abilities

©0®©®
©©©©©
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13 • initiating and maintaining
0000 ®
direction toward accomplishment
oftasks
•
15 articulating ideas and beliefs
00000
dearly, using proper grammar
and word choice.
17 • building intrinsic rewards into
00000
the organization structure so that
all stakeholders are empowered
IB • identifying the critical elements
of a problem
•
understanding
and responding
21
skillfully to news media
23 • involving the stakeholders in
design, development, and
management of the curriculum
26 ■ clarifying and interpreting school
system curricula
27 • considering alternative
approaches
29 • nurturing excellence in learning

00000
0000 0
00000
00000
00000
00000

14 • collecting information through
multiple modalities

000 00

16 * profiling the power structure to
mobilize support or resistance for
particular policy proposals
18 • improving teaching and learning
by ensuring the use of appropriate
instructional methods based on
developmental needs of students
20 • relating policy initiatives to the
welfare of students
22 • classifying and organizing
information for use in decision
making and monitoring
24 • making *in*flight” corrections
when actual outcomes begin to
diverge from Intended outcomes
26 • communicating dearly assigned
responsibilities and expectations
28 • initiating and planning change

0 0000
00000

0 00 00
00000
00000
00000
000 00

30 • planning and following through
00000
with the staff on a framework for
instruction
32 • providing services induding
00000
student guidance, counseling, and
community support services
34 • reaching logical conclusions
00000
*

31 • planning and scheduling work for 0 0 0 0 0
best use of resources
33 • setting priorities in the context of
community, school
district, student, and staff needs
35 • adjusting program priorities
based on evaluation,
interpretation, and research
37 * understanding the benefits of
delegation
39 • supporting others during the
change process
41 • dealing with others tactfully

00000
00000
00000
00000
00000

43 • collecting pertinent information
about students, staff, and
the school environment
46 • demonstrating mentoring,
coaching, and conferencing skills
47 • involving others in planning,
initiating, and training for
professional development
49 • identifying relationships between
public policy and education
61 • clarifying and restating questions

00000

63 • securing feedback

00000

66 ■ using technology to enhance and
improve the professionalism of
written communications

00 00 0

00000
00000
00000
00 0 00

36 • designing and administering a
materials and equipment
inventory system
38 • adapting presentations for
different audiences
40 • administering contracts

00000

0000 0
00000

42 • demonstrating an understanding 0 0 0 0 0
of culture induding current sodal
and economic issues related to
education
44 • making oral presentations which 0 0 0 0 0
are dear and easy to understand
46 • demonstrating knowledge of
various philosophical perspectives
48 * dting literature on staff
development and effective
practices
60 • identifying individual and group
professional development needs
52 • modeling the vision and culture of
the school
64 • optimizing the use and
maintenance of the physical plant
66 • working within local rules,
procedures, and directives

000 0 0
0 000 0
00000
000 00
0 0000
00 000
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57 • acting in accordance with
relevant policies
59 • understanding the importance of
strong writing skills
61 ■ relating programs to desired
outcomes and developing
equivalent measures of
competence
63 • recognizing and appreciating
people with diverse backgrounds
and cultural influences
65 • working with others to develop
objectives for the activities
program
67 • reflecting & understanding the
principles of counseling

58 • recognizing global influences on
students and society
60 • acting in accordance with
relevant rules
62 • supporting innovation and risktaking

©©©©©

ffi® © ®®

64 • planning and encouraging
participation

©®©®©

© ® ffi® ©

66 • working with others to produce
written materials

© ©® ® ©

® ©©© $
©© ©®$
® ffi®®®

ffi ffi® ffi©

® ©© ®©

©©©0©

Thanh you for your time and effort.
Comment*

PLEASE MAIL TODAY!
I do appreciate your help and I hope the incentive w ill be indicative o f my appreciation. I hope you aren't
offended by thte approach, 6ut I feel th at you are aeked eo often for to much that a little lottery might
make it fun for alL I w ill conduct the drawing aeeoontw I receive the firet 100 reeponeee. Beet o f luck
to you all

APPENDIX C
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/--------------------- E a s t T e n n e s s e e S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y ---------------------College of Education
Dtptrtmtnl of Education*! Leedenhlp tad Policy AntlytU • Bat 70550 • Johnson City, Tennwioo 37614-40550* (615)9204415,4430

Nflmfl
A ddress

flitv

d bsest

Dear N am e
I would greatly appreciate your completing and returning the enclosed questionnaire
as soon as possible. As an educator for the past twenty-five years, I know the impact
that these requests have on you and your job. As a principal of a high school, I was at
times annoyed, but I was also ever mindful of the importance of collecting information
to make our profession better. Because I know the time involved in completing this
request, I am offering an incentive that I believe you will appreciate. After I receive
the first 100 returns, 1 am going to "draw a name out of the hat" and send that
respondent a VCR to add to the inventory of your school. All that you have to do is
spend a few minutes to respond. I simply want you to know that I appreciate your
time and effort.
My dissertation is entitled The Internship: Developing specific Knowledge and
Skills As Identified by th e N ational Policy B oard fo r Educational
A dm inistration. I am attempting to determine the impact of the internship as it
relates to the identified knowledge and skills developed by the National Policy Board for
Educational Administration. You have been selected to assist in this research by your
former professor, [P™ £__^_______
who has indicated that you have graduated from[
after serving an internship in the Educational Leadership Department.
I would greatly appreciate your completing and returning the enclosed questionnaire
as soon as possible. If you do, I will be happy and your school will eligible for the VCR.
I will code each envelope which will allow me to follow-up with those who have not
responded. The information will be kept confidential because the system that I will
use to track will identify you by a number on the envelope. After your response has
been received and the drawing is held, the envelope will be destroyed allowing
anonymity.
Sincerely,

Dan Russell
Doctoral Student

3/24/94

8:68:60 AM
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The Internship
DBMOCSAPHICINFORMATION!
1. Please provide jour current age

2. Number ofyoaro In education

3. Years as an administrator

4. Completed an internship in 1 0 _ □

□

7. Your gender Is;
8, Race:
male □ female □
white □
other □
TtoXlNTEBNSBHh
1. The internship was
(I) leesthan one semester
□ (2) one Ml semester □
(3)a full year
□
divided into fletd segments (1) equal to one semester □ (2) ona fall year
□ (3) morn than one year
□
2. The intonship was
(1) structured with spedfic activities designed by the university
Q
(2) structured by the mentor with spedfie activities □
(3) mostly unstructured
□
3. The internship was (1) my only field experience
Q (21one ofseveral b id experiences
□
4. The goal of my Intmiihip was
(lltoprcaervethestatusquofcanservatian)
□
(2) to challenge the established order (innovation)
a
DIRECTIONS:
The flkills and knowledge that you have aquired are a result of your combined experiences. The indicators of
competency and effectiveness as provided by The National Policy Board for Educational Administration are
listed. Indicate the degree (1*5) that the internship assisted in developing your skills and knowledge to
effectively demonstrate the desired behavior. Other components of your preparation program induding
couraowork, simulations, shadowing, field components, and any experiences planned as a part of the preparation
program assist in developing your knowledge and skills to become more effective. It is difficult to separate
where you have obtained knowledge and specific skills. Simply reflect on these items and mnba an effort to
dedde to what degree the internship provided the knowledge and skills which enable you to perform the
indicators effectively. Together, all of your experiences In and out of school help form your skills and
knowledge.
A B is the highest degree and a 1 is the lowest dearse.
assisting others to form ttmuatiP ffiffiffiffi®
EXAMPLE:
lessoned opinions ibout
problems and Issues

1 • assisting others to focm reasoned
opinions about problems snd issues
3 • Initiating and reporting news
through appropriate channels
3 • managing data
7 * differentiating between
understandable language and
educational jargon
9 • analyzing problems in a systematic
and loglcalmanner
II • Identifying“missing"Information

artist

ttmxiHr
crrHEt
irmuwtr
artist
ismoHr
arms
tsrtxsttr
omet

ffiffiffiffi*

© ffi© ® ®
ffiffiffiffi®
ffiffiffiffi®
ffiffiffiffi®
©©©©©
f fi ®®®®
fflffi©©®
f f i ®©©®

itatNSttr f fi ©©©®
omst
f f i ©©©®
ttftWSHr f fi ©®®®

u m u m P ffi* ® ® ®
OTltCt
ffiffiffiffi*

2 • applying management skills to action
plsns
4 • ensuring that priorities and goals are
m«
6 • framing problems
« • gathering data, ideas, impressions,
and “feellngt" from a variety of
sources
ID • controlling emotions
12 • making assignments

OTHHI

13 • interacting with parent and
community leaders
13 • applying methods of organizations!
change such as collaboration,
facilitation, progress check-points,
and management control functions
17 * collecting and Identifying the best
available information
1 ? • adapting to new conditions
21 • exhibiting conceptual flexibility
23 • establishing a positive learning
environment conducive to
security and learning
23 • profiling the power structure to
mobilise support or resistance for
particular policy proposals

f fi©®®®
itmJiSHr ffi ©®®®
mutt
f fi©®©®
ttmuwtr ffi ©®®®
ormt
f fi ©®©®

• applying management
stills toi iaction
' plans
■

amuaar ffi ©®©©
o rau

f fi ©®©®
tonmnp f f i ©®®®
orttet
f fi ©©©®
ttmuaar f f i ®©®®
QTHBM ffi ©®®®

MrtNSHr f fi©®®®
omst
ffi ©©©®
ttmu/sur f fi©®©®

othks

f fi ©©©®

14 • making high quality and timely
decisions
16 • designing positive learning
experiences which accommodate
differences In learning styles and
abilities
II • Initiating and maintaining direction
toward accomplishment of tasks
20 • collecting Information through
multiple modal!ties
22 • Articulating Ideas and beliefs dearly,
using proper grammar and wont
choice.
24 • initiating appropriate management
techniques to implement short and
long range plans
26 * delegating responsibility for the
timely and acceptable completion of
the assignments

isrtSSHr
omet
itmutSHr
OTHCt
ttmtMiHr
OTHEt
ttmuaar
oritet

f f i ©©©®
fflffi®®®
f fi©©®®
fflffi®®®
ffi © © © ©
f f i ©©©®
ffi ©®©®
f fi ©©©®

ttmumir
omst
itmutsitr
OTtlEt
tsnssnr
om u
tsnsatr
must

ffi ©®©©
ffi®® ©®
ffi ©ffi ffi©
ffiffiffiffi®
ffiffiffiffi©
ffiffiffiffi®
ffiffiffiffi®
ffiffiffiffi®

ttftuaHr
omst
ttmtttSNf
omst
ttmtMSttr
omst

ffiffiffiffi®
ffiffiffiffi©
ffiffiffiffi®
ffiffiffiffi®
ffiffiffiffi®
ffiffiffiffi®

irtnwsHr ffiffiffiffi®
omst
ffiffiffiffi®
trattwtr ffiffiffiffi®
oritet
ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi

|
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27 • building intrinsic rewards Into Ihc
organization structure ao that all
stakeholders are empowered

tu m tsu r ffl® ffl® ®
o them
® ® ® ffl ®

29 • identifying the critical elements of a
problem
31 • enlisting public participation

tu m tsu r fflfflfflffl®
o th e m
fflfflfflffl®
tu m o u r fflfflfflffl®
OTHEM
fflfflfflffl®
tu m o u r fflfflfflffl®
OTttSM
®*®®®
tu m o u r ® ® ® ® ®
o th e m
fflfflfflffl®

33 • relating policy Initiatives to the
welfare of ttudenta
33 • monitoring sodal and technological
developments and thdr Impact on
curriculum and Instruction
37 * mobilizing iharebolden In the
process, as appropriate
39 • classifying and organizing
Information for use In decision'
making and monitoring
41 • involving the stakeholders In
design, development, and
management of the curriculum
43 • making "In-flight" correcdons when
actual outcomes begin to diverge
from intended outcomes
45 • communicating dearly assigned
responsibilities andeapectations
47 • considering alternative approaches
49 • Initiating and planning change
51 • recognizing policy Issues
53 • planning and following through
with the staff on a framework for
instruction
55 • integrating classroom and guidance
activities
57 • offering leadership activities to
studenu
59 • providing services Including student
guidance, counseling, and community
support services
61 * reaching logical conclusions
63 • seeking information and
clarification about policies, rules,
laws, practices
65 • adjusting program priorities based
on evaluation interpretation and
research
67 * understanding the benefits of
delegation
69 • using reflection to enhance
decisions.
71 • acting In accordance with relevant
laws
73 • acting In accordance with relevant
rules

tumtSHr fflfflfflffl®
OTHEM
®®®®®
tu m o u r ® ® ® ® ®
o ib s m
® ®®® ®
tu m o u r ® ffl® ® ®
a rtttu t
® ®®®®
tu m tsu r ® ffi® ® ®
o th e m
®®®®®
tu m o u r ® ® ® ® ®
®®®® ®

o th e m

tu m o u r ® a ® a ®
o th e m
®®®a®
tu m o u r ® ® ® ® ®
OTllEM
®»®®®
tu m o u r ® ® ® ® ®
OTllEM
fflfflfflffl®
tUTMUSHr ® 9 ® ® ®
o th em
®a®® ®
tu m o u r fflfflfflffl®
®®®®®

o th e m

tu m o u r ® ® ® ®®
o n tia
®®®®®
tu m o u r ® ® ® 0 ®
o th e m
® ® ® ®®
tu m o u r ® ® ® ® ®
OTHEM
®9®®®
tu m o u r ® ® ® ® ®
o th e m
® ® ® ®®
tu m o u r ffl®®®®
o th e m
®® ®®®
tu m o u r ® ® ® ® ®
o th e m
®®®®®
tu m tsu r ® ® ® ® ®
o th e m
®® ®®®
tu m o u r ® ® ® ® ®
OTHEM
fflfflfflffl®
tu m o u r ® a®®®
o th e m
®®®®®

73 • adapting presentations for different
audiences

tu m o u r ® a ® ® ®
o th em
ffi ®®®®

77 • administering contracts

tu m o u r ® ® ® 0 ®
OTHEM
fflfflfflffl®
tum oH r ®ffl®®®

79 • demonstrating an understanding of
culture including current sodal and
economic Issues related to
education
SI • Influendng policy Individually and
through groups

o th e m

® ® ®®®

tHTMNiur ® 0 ® ® ®
o th e m

®®®®®

28 • Improving teaching and learning by
ensuring the use of appropriate
Instructional methods based on
developmental needs of students
30 • Identifying the Information sources
and strategics
32 * assessing current school culture and
values
34 • understanding and responding
skillfully to news media
36 • establishing the vision, the mlsalon,
and goats with Individuals and/or
groups
38 * framing and refraining possible
solutions
40 • developing a pattern of participatory
decision making, teamwork, and
communication
42 • Initiating needs analyses and
adjusting curriculum content as
needs and conditions change
44 • clarifying and Interpreting school
system curricula
46 • Integrating Ideas for task
accomplishment
48 • making morally responsible
judgments
30 • monitoring projects to meet
deadlines
52 • nurturing excellence in learning

tu m o u r fflfflfflffl®
®®a®®

othem

lu n u sttr ® ® ® ® ®
o th e m
fflffl®ffl®
tu m o u r ® ® ®® ®
OTHEM
®®®®®
tUTMUSHr f fl ®®®®
othem
f fl ®®®®
tu m o u r ffl®®®®
o th e m
f f l ®®®®
tum tSH r f f l ®®®®
OTHEM
f f l ®®®®
tUTMtottr f f l ®®®®
o th e m

ffl®®®®

tu m o u r ffl® ®® ffl
o th e m
ffl®® ffl®
tu m o u r ffl®® ffl®
ffl ffl ffl ffl ffl

othem

tUTKJOur ffl® ffl ffl®
f f l ®®®®
tu m tsu r ffl® ffl ffl®
OTHEM
ffl® ffl ffl®
tu m tsu r ffl® ffl ffl®
OTHEM
fflfflfflffl®
lUTttusur fflfflfflffl®
OTtlEM
fflfflfflffl®

o them

54 • planning and scheduling work for
best use of resources

tu m o u r fflfflfflffl®
o them
fflfflfflffl®

56 • knowing the arny of services
provided in the school and the
community
58 • promoting Instructional and auxiliary
programs
60 • setting priorities in the context of
community, school district, student,
and staff needs
62 • rewarding progress

tu m tsu r fflfflfflffl®
o th e m
fflfflfflffl®

64 * providing clear authority to
accomplish the assignments
66 Designing and administering a
materials and equipment inventory
system
68 • understanding the relationship to the
*Hg picture,’
TO • willing to accept mistakes as part of
the learning experience
72 • acting in accordance with relevant
politics
74 * acting with a reasoned understanding
of the role of education in
a democratic society
76 • supporting others during the change
I******
78 • dealing with others tactfully

tUTMUSHr fflfflfflffl®
o them
fflfflfflffl®
tu m tsu r fflfflfflffl®
OTHEM
fflfflfflffl®
tu m tsu r fflfflfflffl®
OTHEM
fflfflfflffl®
tu m o u r fflfflfflffl®
o th e m

tUTMUSHr fflfflfflffl®
o th e m
fflfflfflffl®
tum tSH r fflfflfflffl®
OTHEM
fflfflfflffl®
tu m o u r fflfflfflffl®
o them
fflfflfflffl®
tum o H r fflfflfflffl®
othem
fflfflfflffl®
tUTMUsttr fflfflfflffl®
fflfflfflffl®

othem

tu m tsu r fflfflfflffl®
OTHEM
fflfflfflffl®
tUTMUsttr fflfflfflffl®
o th e m

80 • collecting pertinent Information
about students, staff, and the school
environment
82 * making oral presentations which are
clear and easy to understand

fflfflfflffl®

fflfflfflffl®

tu m tsu r fflfflfflffl®
o th e m

fflfflfflffl®

tu m o u r fflfflfflffl®
fflfflfflffl®

othem
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83 • expressingserfclearlyfnwriting
which is appropriate lor difference
audiences
83 • coalescingandchanneling
individual and group energy

w im h s h p
o th e m

CD®®®®
0990®

u tm a N r 0 9 9 0 ®
OTHEX
0 9® 0 ®

87 • demonstrating knowledge of various
philosophicafperspectives

in tm m v it

89 • citing literature on tu ff
development and effective practices
91 • managing conflict

0®®®®
0®®®®
iHTMNSHr 0 ® ® ® ®
OTHEX
0®®®®
ix r x N m r 0 ® ® ® ®
o th e m
0®®®®
im s s u r 0 9 ® ® ®
o th e k
0®®®®

93 • Idenii lying Individual and group
professional development needs
93 • explaining the reUllcnihlp of
auestment to Improving ttudent
outcomes
97 • building consensus commitment to
a course of action
99 • monitoringresources

OTHEM

0® ® ®®
09® 0®

ih t k h s b f
othek

tHTMNSHr 0 ® ® ® ®
o th e k

um atSH r
OTHEX

101 • connecting resource allocations to
student outcomes
103 • securing, allocating, and adjusting
teaourcea
103 * recognizing and rewarding
performance, serving as
a coachfchecrleader
107 • using technology to enhance and
Improve the professionalism of
written communications
109 * recognizing global Influences on
students and society

it/TMHSHr 0 9 ® ® ®
OTHEM
0®®®®

111 • planning and organizing staff
effectiveness training
113 • understanding the importance of
strong writing skills

0®®®®
um uaH r 0 ® ® ® ®
o th e m
0®®®®

113 • responding, reviewing, and using
appropriate communicative aids

in t x h s h f
o th e m

0®®®®
0®®®®

117 • supporting Innovation and risk*
taking

ih t x n sh e
Ot h e m

0®®®®
®®®0®

119 • providing guidance or correction for
performance which
requires Improvement
131 • recognizingphilosophical and
historical Influences in education
123 • recognizing and appreciating people
with diverse backgrounds
and cultural Influences
133 • understanding that reality Is socially
constructed
137 • working with others In emotionally
stressful situations or In conflict
129 • working with others to produce
written materials
131 * producing documents which are
grammatically (ltd technically
correct

mtxnshf

0®®®®
0®®®®
0®®®®
0®®®®
00®®®
0®®®®
0 ®®®®
0®®®®
0®®®®

othek

iH TV nur
o th e m

ivrxftSHr
o th e m

trmtHSHr 0 ® ® ® ®
o th e m

0®®®®

is m is n r 0 ® ® ® ®

o th e k

itm u a H r ® 9 ® 0 ®
o th e m

0®®®®

84 • explaining the relitionihip of school
assessment to district, state, and
national assessment.
86 • demonstrating mentoring, coaching,
and conferencing skills
88 • Involving others in planning,
Initialing, and training for
professional development
90 • identifying relationships between
public policy and education
93 • assessing policy options in light of
their moral and ethical implications
94 • clarifying and restating questions
96 • comparing data outcomes to
previously defined standards,
goals, and priorities
98 • modeling the vision and culture of
the school
100 • optimizing the use and maintenance
or the physical plant
102 • securing feedback
104 * working within local rules.
procedures, and directives
106 • supervising both Individuals and
groups
108 • using evaluation techniques to
Investigate the effects of staff.
development
110 • understanding the First. Founh, and
Fourteenth Amendments to the US,
Constitution
112 • recognizing governmental influences
on education
.
114 • developing common perceptions
about school issues
116 • relating programs to desired
outcomes and developing
equivalent measures of competence
1IB • planning and developing the school
budgeunvolvlng others
as appropriate
130 * preparing brief memoranda and
reports.

iNTKXSitr 0 9 ® ® ®
OTHEM
09®®®
iHTMNSlir 0 9 ® ® ®
o th e m

09®®®

itm tN snr 0 ® 9 ® 9
o th e m

099®®

099® ®
0®®®®
/.vntmwf 0 9 9 0 ®
OTHEM
09®®®

ih t m n s h e
o th e m

itm w s n r 0 9 9 0 ®
OTHEM
0 9 9 0®

iv n r v w 0 9 9 0 ®
0 9 90®

o them

IHTMtaHr 0 9 9 0 ®
o th e m

09®®®

i x n tx iu r 0 9 9 0 ®
o th e m

0 9 ®0 ®

iffTMSiitr 0 9 9 0 ®
OTHEM
®9®0®
iHTMtaHr 0 9 9 0 ®
o th e m

0900®

iftTMHSHr 0 9 9 0 ®
o th e m

0 9 90®

tttTMHSHr 0 9 9 0 ®
o th e m

0 9 90®

iHTMMSHr 0 9 9 0 ®
OTHEM
0990®
IHTMtaHr 0 9 9 0 ®

0 990®
0 990®
othem
0®®0®
iim rn w 0 ® ® 0 ®
othek
0990®
o th e m

ih t m h s h t

iNTXNSHr 0 9 9 0 ®
o th e m

®9®0®

i/m o /tH r 0 9 9 0 ®
o th e m

®9®0®

09®®®
0 0 ®®®
iHTXHSHr 0 ® ® ® ®
o th e m
0®®®®

132 • recognizing developmental roots in
students" behavior
(24 • planning and encouraging
participation

i tm o a u r 0 9 ® ® ®

126 • perceiving the needs and concerns of iNTMHSiir 0 9 ® 0 ®
others
o th e m
0990®
138 • working with othen to develop
ifm utSH r 0 9 9 0 ®
objectives for the activities program o th e m
0 9 ® 0®
r /v n v w 0 9 9 0 ®
130 • reflecting & understanding the
principles of counseling
othek
0 9 ®0 ®
132 • Identifying and consciously
tNTXNSHr 0 9 9 0 ®
recognizing the influence of the
o them
®9®0®
formal. Informal, and hidden
curricula.

tu m o u r

o th e m

®®®®®
m n tta u r 0 9 ® ® ®
o th e m
0®®®®
m w a n r 0®®®®
o th e m
0 9 ® 0®
iHnruHr 0 9 ® ® ®
o th e m
0 0 ® 0®

o th e m

UfTXftSHr 0 9 9 0 ®
o th e k
ik t m n s h t
o them

0 9 ®0 ®
0990®
0990®
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133 • utemptlng to ensure that
todocconomie ititus or other
facton will not determine test
results.
133 ; developing in eccnumsbility lyttem
for resource use ind procurement

imttsnr <D® ® ® ®
othem

©®®®®

134 • being swore of cultural factors In
communication.

iNrnxiiir © ® ® $ ®
othm

utnutSHF © ® ® ® ®
othbm

©© ®© ®

Comments:

I do appreciate your help and th e help of your professor. Dr. C ynthia Norris.
PLEASE HAIL TODAY I
THANKYOU

©© ® ©®
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-----------------------E a s t T e n n e s s e e S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y --------------------College of Education
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis • Box 70550 • Johnson City, Tennessee
37614-40550* (615) 929-4415,4430

A ddress

C ity

||ptn{7ip^

Dear Nnnrn
I would greatly appreciate your completing and reluming this questionnaire a s soon a s
possible. I know that the other Instrument was a lot of trouble and frankly, I agree that
it w as too long. I have decreased the number of responses greatly.
The questionnaire Is a composite of various Indicators which represent domains of
competency established by the National Policy Board for Educational Leadership. I am
attempting to establish internal consistency and hopefully make the questionnaire
shorter. I know the questionnaire is too long, but I need your help to make It shorter.
I would greatly appreciate your completing and returning the enclosed questionnaire
today. Now that Christmas Is over, perhaps you will respond.
The Information will be kept confidential. Thank youl

3/24/94

8:57:54 AM
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The Internship
I would greatly appreciate your completing and returning thia questionnaire as soon as possible. I know that the
other instrument was a lot of trouble and frankly, I agree that it was too long, I have decreased the number of
responses greatly.
The questionnaire Is a composite of various indicators which represents the domains of competency established by
the National Policy Board for Educational Leadership. I am attempting to establish internal consistency and
hopeftilly make the questionnaire shorter. I know the questionnaire is too long, but I need your help to make it
shorter.
I would greatly appreciate your completing and returning the enclosed questionnaire today. Now that Christmas is
over, perhaps you will respond.
Hie information will be kept confidential. Thank you!
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION!
1. Please provide your current age

2. Number of years in education

3, Years as an administrator

4. Completed an internship in 19.

7. Your gender is:
8. Race:
male □ female □
white Q other □
DIRECTIONS!
Hie skills and knowledge that you have aquired are a result of your combined experiences. Hie indicators of
competency as provided by Hie National Policy Board for Educational Administration are listed. You had to aquire
the knowledge and skills to function competently, Indicate the level or degree of learning obtained during the
internship, A S b the highest degree and a 1 is the lowest degree. Some of the indicators are more appropriate for
the internship than others.
EXAMPLE:

• assisting others to farm reasoned
opinions about problems and iuues

• applyiiing management skills to action
plans

ffl® ffl®!

START YOUR RATINO NOW-FILL IN THE APPROPRIATE CIRCLES-FIVE IS HIOH DEGREE / 1 IS LOW DEGREETHANK YOU!____
1 • asaiiting others to form reasoned opinions
about problems and Issues
3 * Initiating snd reporting news through
appropriate channels
5 • managing data
7 • differentiating between understandable
1initiate andedonational jsrgoa
9 • analyzing problems In a systematic and
logicalmanner
II • Identifying “mining" information
13 • Interacting with parent and community
leaden
13 * applying methods of organizational
change such at collaboration, facilitation,
progress checkpoints, and management
control functions
17 • collecting and Identifying the best
available information
19 • adapting to new conditions

INTERNSHIP
©ffl ffl ffl ffl
© ffl© © ©
© fflfflfflffl
© fflfflfflffl

3 • applying management skills to action plans
4 • ensuring that priorities and goals are met

INTERNSHIP
© fflfflfflffl
© fflfflfflffl
© fflfflfflffl
© fflfflfflffl

© fflfflfflffl

6 • framing problems
B * gathering data, ideas, impressions, and
'feeling?* from a variety of sources
10 • controlling emotions

© fflfflfflffl
© fflfflfflffl

12 • making assignments
14 • making high quality and timely decisions

© fflfflfflffl
© fflfflfflffl

© fflfflfflffl

16 • designing positive learning experiences
which accommodate differences In learning
styles and abilities

© fflfflfflffl

© fflfflfflffl

IS • Initiating and maintaining direction toward
accomplishment of tasks
30 • collecting information through multiple
modalities
33 • Articulating Ideas and beliefs clearly, using
proper grammar and word choice.
24 • initiating appropriate management
techniques to Implement short and long
tinge plans
36 • delegating responsibility for the timely and
acceptable completion of the assignments

© fflfflfflffl

© fflfflfflffl

31 • exhibiting conceptual flexibility

© fflfflfflffl

33 • establishing a positive learning
environment conducive to security and
learning
33 • profiling the power structure to mobilise
support or resistance for particular policy
proposals

©fflfflfflffl
© fflfflfflffl

© fflfflfflffl

© ? ® f f l®
© fflfflfflffl
© fflfflfflffl
© fflfflfflffl
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27 • building intrinsic rewinds Into the
orginiutlon structure so tint ill
stakeholders are empowered

®®®®®

29 • Identifying the critical elements of a
problem
31 • enlisting public participation
33 • relating policy initiatives to the welfare of
students
33 • monitoring sodil ind technological
developments and their impact on
curriculum and instruction
37 • mobilizing shareholders In the process, as
ipproprlile
39 • classifying ind organizing Information foe
use in decision-making and monitoring

®®®®®

41 • Involving the stakeholders in design,
development and management of the
curriculum
43 • nuking “in-flight" corrections when actual
outcomes begin to diverge from Intended
outcomes
43 • communicating deirly assigned
responsibilities and expectations
47 • considering alternative approaches
49 • Initiating and planning change
31 * recognizing policy issues
33 • planning and following through with the
staff on a framework for instruction
55 • integrating classroom and guidance
activities
57 * offering leadership activities to students

®®®0 ®
®®®®®

®®® ®®

®® ® ®®
®®®®®
® ® ® ®®
®®® ®®

®®®®®

38 • framing and reframing possible solutions

®®®®®

®® ®® ®

40 • developing a pattern of participatory
decision making, teamwork, and
communication
42 • Initiating needs analyses and adjusting
curriculum content as needs and conditions
change
44 ■ clarifying and Interpreting school system
curricula

ffi® ® ® ®
ffi ® ® ® ®

® ® ® ® ffi

46 • integrating Ideas for task accomplishment

® ®® ® ®

®
®
®
®

48
50
52
54

® ®®®®
®®®® ®
®®®®®
® ® ® ®®

®®®®®
® ®® ®®

®®®®
® ®® ®
®® ®®
®® ®®

•
•
•
•

making morally responsible judgments
monitoring projects to meet deadlines
nurturing excellence in teaming
planning and scheduling work for best use
of resources
knowing the amy of services provided in
the school and the community
promoting instructional and auxiliary
programs
setting priorities In the conical of
community, school district, student, and
staff needs
rewarding progress

®®®®®

36 •

®®®®®

83 •

®®®®®

60 •

®®®®®
® ffl ® ® ®

62 •
64 • providing clear authority to accomplish the
assignments
66 Designing and administering a material* and
equipment Inventory system
68 • understanding the relationship to the'big
picture,*
70 • willing to accept mistakes as pan of the
learning experience
72 • acting in accordance with relevant policies
74 • acting with a reasoned understanding of the
role of education in a democratic society
76 • supporting others during the change
process
78 • dealing with other* tactfully
80 • collecting pertinent information about
students, staff, and the school environment

59 • providing services including student
guidance, counseling, and community
support services
fit • resetting logical conclusions
63 * seeking Information and clarification
about policies, rules, taws, practices
63 • adjusting program priorities based on
evaluation interpretation and research
67 • understanding the benefits of delegation

®®®®®

69 • using reflection to enhance decisions.

®®®®®

71 • acting In accordance with relevant laws
73 • acting In accordance with relevant rules

®® ®® ®
®®®®®

73 • adapting presentations for different
audiences
77 • administering contracts
79 • demonstrating an understanding of culture
Including current sodal and economic
Issues related to education
81 • Influencing policy individually and
through groups
83 • expressing self dearly In writing which is
appropriate for difference audiences

®® ® ® ®

83 • coalescing and channeling Individual and
group energy
87 • demonstrating knowledge of various
philosophicalperspectives
89 • citing literature on staff development and
effective practices
91 • managing conflict

28 • improving teaching and learning by
ensuring the use of appropriate
Instructional methods based on
developmental needs of students
30 • identifying the information source* and
strategies
32 • assessing current school culture and values
34 • understanding and responding skillfully to
new* media
36 • establishing the vision, the mission, and
goals with individuals and/or groups

®® ®® ®

®®®®®
®®®®®

®® ®® ®
®® ®® ®
® ®® ®®
® ® ®® ®
®® ® ® ®
®®®®®

82 • making oral presentations which ore dear
and easy to understand
84 • explaining the relationship of school
assessment to district, state, and national
assessment
86 • demonstrating mentoring, coaching, and
conferencing skills
88 • Involving others in planning, Initiating, and
training for professional development
90 • identifying relationships between public
policy ana education
92 • assessing policy options in light of their
moral and ethical implications

® ® ® ®®

®®® ®®
®®®®®
®®®®®
®®®®®
®® ® ® ®
®®® 0 ®
®®®®®
®®®®®
®®®®®
®®® ®®

®® ®® ®
®®®®®
®®®®®

®Or® ® ®
0®®®®
0®®®®
0®®®®
®®®®®

0®®®®

,
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93 • Identifying individual and group
professional development needt
91 • caplainlng the relationship of assessment
to Improving ttudcnl outcome*
97 * building consensus commitment ton
coune of action
99 • monitoring resources
101 • connecting resource allocation* to itudem
outcome!
ICQ • securing, allocating, and tdjuttlng
resources
103 * recognizing and rewarding performance,
serving as a coach/cheerleader
107 * using technology to enhance and Improve
the professionalism of written
communications
109 * recognizing global Influences on students
andsodety
111 • planning and organizing staff
effectiveness training
113 • understanding the importance of strong
writing skills
113 • responding, reviewing, and using
appropriate communicative aids

CD® (3)®®
0®®®®
(D® ® ® ©
0®®®®
0 ©©®©
0® © 0®

96 • comparing data outcomes to previously
defined standards, goals, and priorities
93 • modeling the vision and culture of the
school
100 • optimizing the use and maintenance of the
physical plant
102 * securing feedback

0®©©®
0 ©® ® ®
0©®©®
0 ©®©®
0®®©®

104 • working within local rules, procedures, and
directive*
106 • supervising both Individual* and groups

0©®©©

0® ® 0®

108 • using evaluation techniques to investigate
the effects of staff development

0©®©®

0® ® ©®

NO • understanding the First, Fourth, and
Fourteenth Amendments to the US.
Constitution
112 • recognizing governmental Influences on
education
114 • developing common perceptions about
schoolusues
116 • relating prognmt to desired outcomes and
developing equivalent measures of
competence
118 • planning and developing the school budget,
involving others as appropriate
120 • preparing brief memoranda and reports.

0 ©® © ®

0®®©®

0© ® 0®
0 ©©©©
0©©©©

117 • supporting Innovation and risk.taklng

©©©©®

119 * providing guidance or correcdon for
performance which requires Improvement
121 • recognizing philosophical and historical
influences In education
123 • recognizing and appreciating people with
diverse backgrounds and cultural
Influences
123 • understanding that reality is socially
constructed
127 • working with others in emotionally
stressful situations or (n conflict
129 • working with others to produce written
materials
131 > producing document* whkh are
grammatically and technically correct

0©©©®

133 • attempting to ensure that socioeconomic
status or other factors will not determine
test results.
133 • developing an accountability system for
resource use and procurement

94 • clarifying and restating questions

©©©©©

0 ®®®®

0 ® 0 ©ffl
0®®©®
0©©©®
0©©©®
0 ® ® ©ffl
0®©©®

0©®©®

122 • recognizing developmental roots In
students* behavior
124 • planning and encouraging participation

0 © ffl © ffl

0 ©©©®

126 • perceiving the needs and concerns of others

0®®©®

0©®©®

128 * working with others to develop objectives
for the activities program
130 • reflecting A. understanding the principles of
counseling
132 • identifying and consciously recognizing the
Influence of the formal, informal, and
hidden curricula.
134 • being aware of cultural factors In
communication.

0 ©ffl ©ffl

0©®©©
©©©©©
0©®©®
0©©©®

Comment*:

I do appreciate your help end the help of your pro feu o r, Or, Cynthia Norris.
PLEASE MAIL TODAY I
THANKYOU

0©©©®
0 ©ffl © ©
0 ® ffl © ffl
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£

NPBEA
November 23, 1993
National
Policy Board
for
Educational
Administration

4400 University Drive
Fairfax, Virginia
22030-4444
703 993 3644
703 993 3643 (fax)

William D. Russell
Director of Human Resources
Johnson City Schools
P.O. Box 1517
Johnson Gty, TN 37605

Dear Mr. Russell:
I have reviewed your list of indicators based on our principalship
domains publication, and find them generally accurate. One area that
you might strengthen is multi-cultural. We attended to the importance
of understanding and planning for multi-cultural differences in the
curriculum and Oral Expression domains.
You may wish to contact Professor Ivan Muse at Brigham Young
University, Dept of Educational Leadership, 310 McKay Building, Provo,
UT 84602, phone (801) 378-6030, as he is applying the functional domains
primarily to internship experiences.
Best wishes for successful completion of your work. Please write
if I can be of further assistance. 1 do hope you will send to us the results
of your research.
Sincerely,

Scott D. Thomson
Executive Secretary
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The National Policy Board for Educational Administration
Indicators after the pilot
Number - Domain number - Indicator
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

3
21

6
3
21
2

3

11

4
7
4
13

12

8

13
14
15
16
17
18

2
16
20
5
8

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

3
20
21
2
9
6
9
7
6
1
8
9
5
10

9
10

1

33

1

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

4

43
44
45

12
16
11

12

13
7
16
6
19
15
18

assisting others to form reasoned opinions about problems and Issues
enlisting public participation
ensuring that priorities and goals are met
framing problems
interacting with parent and community leaders
gathering data, ideas, impressions, and ‘feelings’*from a variety of sources
analyzing problems in a systematic and logical manner
controlling emotions
making assignments
making high quality and timely decisions
developing an accountability system for resource use and procurement
designing positive learning experiences which accommodate differences in learning styles and abilities
initiating and maintaining direction toward accomplishment of tasks
collecting information through multiple modalities
Articulating ideas and beliefs dearly, using proper grammar and word choice.
profiling the power structure to mobilize support or resistance for particular policy proposals
building intrinsic rewards into the organization structure so that all stakeholders ore empowered
Improving teaching and learning by ensuring the use of appropriate instructional methods based on
developmental needs of students
identifying the critical elements of a problem
profiling the power structure to mobilize support or resistance for particular polity proposals
understanding and responding skillfully to news media
classifying and organizing information for use in decision-making and monitoring
involving the stakeholders in design, development, and management of the curriculum
making “in-flight* corrections when actual outcomes begin to diverge from intended outcomes
clarifying and interpreting school system curricula
communicating clearly assigned responsibilities and expectations
considering alternative approaches
initiating and planning change
nurturing excellence in learning
planning and following through with the staff on a framework for instruction
planning and scheduling work for best use of resources
providing services including student guidance, counseling, and community support services
setting priorities in the context of community, school district, student, and staff needs
reaching logical conclusions
adjusting program priorities based on evaluation, interpretation, and research
Designing and administering a materials and equipment inventory system
understanding the benefits of delegation
adapting presentations for different audiences
supporting others during the change procet*
administering contracts
dealing with others tactfiiUy
demonstrating on understanding of culture including current sodal and economic issues related to
education
collecting pertinent information about students, staff, and the school environment
making oral presentations which are clear and easy to understand
demonstrating mentoring, coaching, and conferencing skills

170
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
63
54
55
58
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

18
11
11
20
11
16
14
15
13
17
19
19
IS
17
19
12
14
15
14
10
17
10

demonstrating knowledge of various philosophical perspectives
involving others in planning, initiating, and training for professional development
citing literature on staff development and effective practices
identifying relationships between public policy and education
Identifying individual and group professional development needs
clarifying and restating questions
modeling the vision and culture of the school
securing feedback
optimizing the use and maintenance of the physical plant
using technology to enhance and Improve the professionalism of written communications
working within local rules, procedures, and directives
acting in accordance with relevant policies
recognizing global influences on students and society
understanding the importance of strong writing skills
acting in accordance with relevant rules
relating programs to desired outcomes and developing equivalent measures of competence
supporting innovation and risk-taking
recognizing and appreciating people with diverse backgrounds and cultural influences
planning and encouraging participation
working with others to develop objectives for the activities program
working with others to produce written materials
reflecting & understanding the principles of counseling
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Internships In Principal Preparation Programs In Alliance Schools
Name

I

Returned

Umveralty

I Z IpQ
BdD

Yra/Ed.

Age
Admin

Intnuhp
tn te m a h lp

Brigham Young

tern Sem

EaatTmuuSate

oneSem

eq. 1 sem

Structure
Unlveretty

eq. Yr.+

Fla. State
Virginia Tech.

aUjWirlJi
•iJjr'it
*,A'.'1

ttma
31 □

1 □
a Q

» □

23 □

8 □

« □

* * □

* □

10 □

" P

*Q

» □

18 □

8 □
10 Q

» □

» □
29 □

* □

“

□

41E

33 __
—

SB
30
37
38

3
□

SB
40

B1

sa

S3

M

“ □
IB Q
8 Q
7 □

81

□

«E
44E
48E
48E
47E
« E
4B8OEp

83
B4
BB
BO

3

■ E

• a

m

• g

• H
|a 0 ]

p

•H 3

8

m

■ g
13
• H
• g

18
a ft]
g
*{g

1
B ijT |
|

SP

3
□
3

□

3
3
69
3
00
57

SB

the twenty one domains of competency
i

3

□

□

direction of I
lnterxuhJp'

VITA
. WILLIAM DANNY RUSSELL
Personal Data:

Date of Birth
Place of Birth:
Marital Status;

September 29,1946
Lynch, Kentucky
Married

Education:

E ast Tennessee State University, Johnson City,
Tennessee, Ed. D., 1994
E ast Tennessee State University, Johnson City,
Tennessee, M. S., 1968
E ast Tennessee State University, Johnson City,
Tennessee, B. S., 1968
Lynch Independent Schools

Professional
experience
1992-1994:

Human Resources Director
Johnson City Schools
P.O. Box 1517
Johnson City, TN 37605

1991-1992:

Educational leave

1985-1991:

Principal
Science Hill High School
John Exum Parkway
Johnson City, Tennessee 37604

1979-1985:

Assistant Principal
Morristown-Hamblen High School E ast
405 South Jam es Street
Morristown, Tennessee 37814

1984-1985:

Adult Education Instructor for the Morristown Schools

1974-1979:

Guidance Counselor and Golf Coach
Morristown-Hamblen High School E ast

1977-1979:
1972-1974:

Director of the Morristown Junior Achievement
English Teacher
Morristown-Hamblen High School E ast

1968-1972:

English Teacher
Copper Basin High School
Polk County, Tennessee
173

AWARDS AND OR MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
1992 winner of the Milken Foundation Award
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
National Staff Development Council
Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development
NAEN
AASA
ASCD
Phi Delta Kappa
Tennessee Association of Secondary School Principals
National Association of Secondary School Principals
Tennessee Association of Secondary School
Administrators
OTHER COMMITTEES AND ACTIVITIES
Danforth Mentor Program
E ast Tennessee State University
State Department of Education; Principals1Task Force
State Board of Education Advisory Council
First District Principals' Study Council; Steering
Committee
Washington County/Johnson City Junior Achievement;
Board of Directors
Johnson City Schools Professional Council
Johnson City Schools Sub-Committee on Special
Education
Johnson City Schools Administrative Principal
Committee
Served on local committee to aid with the development
of Career Ladder Evaluation
Principal's Study Council, 1984-1990
Teachers' Study Council, Summer, 1984
Chairman of Educational Programs Committee for
Southern Association Evaluation
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